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Throughout this engagement, MNP worked closely with the Township to provide 
recommendations that will support Council and Township staff in making strategic 
decisions regarding the delivery of its services. At the centre of MNP's approach is 
our focus on collaboration, which is why phase 1 of the engagement consisted of 
identifying and communicating with the right stakeholders. Phase 2 focused on 
demonstrating how programs and services align with the community's needs, wants 
and financial capabilities. This included the identification of high-impact services to 
develop service profiles on. Phase 3 focused on benchmarking Tay Valley through 
the use of comparable municipality data. Past and current service delivery structures 
were also reviewed. Taking all the information gathered through phases 1 to 3, initial 
observations and opportunities were outlined. Priority opportunities were discussed 
and confirmed with the Tay Valley Project Team. Lastly, final recommendations were 
formulated, outlining potential changes in services, programs, resources and 
organizational models. 

MNP developed five (5) major recommendations for Tay Valley to consider, each 
further broken down into suggested sub-activities. The recommendations are based 
on municipal service delivery best practices and focus on three (3) key areas for 
improvement: 1) revenue generation, 2) organizational effectiveness, and 3) service 
efficiency. A recommendation may target multiple areas for improvement within the 
three (3) year implementation horizon outlined in this report. While Tay Valley will be 
able to implement a number of these recommendations internally, it is important to 
note that the limited size of the Township means Senior Management has limited 
capacity to implement strategic planning. As a result, larger projects may need to be 
outsourced to third-party resources to ensure implementation is timely and 
effective.

1. Consider modifying revenue-

generating streams of service delivery

2. Assess opportunities for more efficient 
utilization of Township assets and infrastructure

4. Better prepare/protect human capital 

resources

3. Strengthen the structural and functional 

alignment of the Township

5. Reinforce customer service

Tay Valley 
Township
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This Report is intended to provide Tay Valley Township (Tay Valley) with a summary of MNP's current state observations and offer recommendations to improve

the overall effectiveness and efficiency of Tay Valley. In addition, this report provides Tay Valley with an Implementation Plan that may be used to guide the

successful implementation of MNP's recommendations.

This report is aligned to the Scope of Work defined by Tay Valley and includes:

Finally, This report outlines the collaborative process and engaging work completed during each phase of this project and is a direct result of the thoughtful

input and ideas provided by staff, management, and Council members. Throughout each phase, stakeholders helped direct and shape the project’s outcomes,

ensuring a holistic understanding of the Township and providing well-rounded, feasible recommendations. Furthermore, Tay Valley thanks its constituents for

participating in the Service Delivery Survey and providing candid feedback, which has played a crucial role in validating the findings and guiding the

recommendations from this review. MNP thanks all those involved for their participation throughout this engagement.

1) Current State Assessment 

Benchmarking with Similar Municipalities;

Service Profile Inventory of key Services identified; and,

Organizational Assessment.

8-21

3) Recommendations that include:

Revenue-generating opportunities;

Service delivery efficiencies; and,

Organizational effectiveness implications.

22-37

4) Implementation Plan and best practices for Change Management 38-42



Introduction

This section provides an overview of the project scope, objectives and 

methodology. 
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Project Background

Project Objective

Tay Valley Township, a popular cottage destination, is growing and the expectations of citizens and businesses to enhance service levels are increasing. 
Constituents are looking to the Township to modernize and make capital investments that improve access to community, culture, and infrastructure that would 
support the economy and environment as well as support customer-focused programs and services. 

Tay Valley owns an ageing portfolio of public infrastructure that requires maintenance and renewal. There are increasingly onerous safety and regulatory 
standards that must be complied with.  Additionally, the Provincial government has placed heightened pressure on all municipalities to deliver quality services 
within a constrained financial context triggered by reducing provincial transfers. Having a constituent community that varies greatly in socioeconomic position -
ranging from wealthy to low-income residents - means simply raising taxes is not a solution for Tay Valley. Lastly, the current COVID-19 pandemic has placed 
great stress on all municipalities as they continue to deliver vital services while protecting the health of employees and residents. A rapid shift to "remote/virtual" 
environments has resulted in dramatic shifts in service delivery. To efficiently prepare and address these changes and current service level gaps, the Township has 
engaged MNP to conduct a Service Delivery Review.

The desired outcome from this engagement includes recommendations that, once implemented, will support Tay Valley in delivering on its key priorities for this 
term and enable the community, Council, and Township staff to make strategic decisions regarding its services.

MNP’s recommendations consider:
• Addressing community views on and needs of services provided;
• Supporting strategic and evidence-based decision-making;
• Enhancing the organizational structure design of the Township and enhance the efficiency of existing organizational functions;
• Articulating cost-effective service efficiencies while improving overall responsiveness; and
• Improving value (improved efficiency, cost-effectiveness and quality) by achieving more with what you have. 
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Project Approach

• Milestone 1: Conduct a project launch meeting 
to confirm project timelines and expectations;

• Deliverable 1: Finalized project plan.

Phase 1: Project Launch

• Milestone 2: Collect and review background 
documentation;

• Milestone 3: Conduct interviews with staff and 
Council;

• Milestone 4: Complete an Organization 
Department Assessment;

• Milestone 5: Conduct Benchmarking and 
Service Profiling exercise; and,

• Milestone 6: Analyze the current state and 
summarize opportunities for improvement.

Phase 2: Current State Assessment

• Milestone 7: Develop future state 
recommendations;

• Milestone 8: Develop an implementation and 
change management best practices; and,

• Milestone 9: Summary presentation;

• Deliverable 2: Findings and Recommendations 
Report.

Phase 3: Future State Recommendations

Information and Data Collection Activities 

MNP used the following research methods to collect relevant information and data that informed the findings and analysis presented in this report: 

Documentation review (a complete list of the documents reviewed can be 
found in Appendix A);

Eleven individual interviews with key stakeholders (a complete list of the 
interview participants can be found in Appendix B). Additionally, high-level 
notes on what was heard during these engagements can be found in 
Appendix C;

Public consultation to receive constituent feedback on service delivery 
(Quantitative survey results can be found in Appendix D. Additional 
feedback provided by constituents is provided separately in a 
confidential document to the Township);

Financial analysis (findings from the relevant financial analysis can be 
found in Appendices F-H).

Departmental assessment (an overview of functions, strengths, gaps and 
opportunities per department can be found in Appendix E); and,



Current State Assessment

This section summarizes the key takeaways and trends identified from MNP's current 

state review. The findings outlined guided the development of the future state 

recommendations.



The following section provides an overview of the observations and 

opportunities identified through both internal and public consultation, 

and outlines key findings from MNP's environmental scan. This section 

also summarizes MNP's overall assessment as it relates to service 

delivery, including strengths, challenges and gaps.

Summary of Observations 
and Opportunities
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Based on MNP’s assessment of the current state of the Township - guided by information gathered through interviews, a public survey, and research - the following key 

findings emerged and influenced the service delivery improvement recommendations outlined in this report. Further details from stakeholder consultations can be 

found in Appendix C and Appendix D. Additionally, initial observations and opportunities identified throughout the current state assessment can be found in Appendix H.

Revenue-generating opportunities
There are revenue-generating opportunities that can be realized without increasing tax costs for constituents. 

Priority Alignment

Implementing a strategic plan is an important vehicle to bring together residents, Council, and Township staff in the development of a common vision and 
direction, and actionable goals. Regularly revising and re-aligning a strategic plan is equally as important, as it considers an ever-changing environment, it 
builds a renewed consensus within the organization, it enables measured progress and highlights areas for improvement.

Functional Re-alignment

By optimizing its organizational structure and re-aligning functions and responsibilities, the Township will be able to achieve more efficiencies. This will 
also improve communication between departments and ultimately decrease inefficiencies due to overlapping services.

Talent Management and Succession Planning 

There is a need for additional training to provide staff with the opportunity to further develop their skillsets which will, in turn, support the effectiveness 
and efficiency of the Township's service delivery. More broadly, Tay Valley does not currently have a talent management or succession plan, which is an 
important tool in developing training resources and retaining valuable operational knowledge in the future. 

Asset Management

There are opportunities to efficiently manage currently under- or un-managed assets/services in a way that could bring value to service delivery as well as 
potential revenue streams to the Township.
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There are various trends that may impact or influence the Township's operations and/or service delivery. Specifically, this environmental scan has considered the 

Township's economic drivers, population and demographics, infrastructure and technology, and political and environmental factors. The results of this scan are 

presented below. 

Ageing Infrastructure – Tay Valley, like many other Townships, owns an ageing portfolio of public infrastructure (e.g. roads) that requires demanding maintenance 
and renewal, and increasingly onerous safety and regulatory standards that must be complied with. This impacts the Township's operations and potentially limits its 
service delivery by increasing the costs and putting a greater strain on the budget.

Technological Innovation – the technology landscape is constantly evolving at a rapid pace with innovative information systems and information technologies being 
developed every year. These innovative technologies are dramatically changing the ways municipalities and businesses deliver services and connect with customers. 

Provincial Government – the pressure for municipalities to deliver quality services with reduced provincial transfers, coupled with the trend of downloading service 
responsibilities to municipal government, presents a challenging hurdle. 

• The provincial government has placed heightened pressure on all municipalities to deliver quality services within a constrained financial context, triggered by 
reducing provincial transfers and growing resident sensitivity to tax increases. 

• Municipalities are currently faced with the provincial downloading of services and policy changes amidst a year of uncertainty. This is a challenge as these changes 
are out of the Township's control and can impact the number of services delivered and/or the way they are delivered.

Climate Change – municipalities today are required to adapt to the effects of the changing climate. The rising intensity of storms and short-term variations in 
temperature requires greater maintenance of roads, parks, and infrastructure. Additionally, warmer and more extreme weather patterns are leading to increased 
quantities and intensities of forest fires and other natural disasters. This is a challenge because the service requirements and proactive emergency readiness 
programs will constrain the Township's existing resources and funds. 

COVID-19 – the pandemic will have a notable impact on the Township's revenue with reduced user fees, reduced occupancy rates of programs and services, and 
increased sanitation requirements (e.g. staffing). For perspective, it is estimated that municipalities across Canada could lose nearly $12 billion this year.4 A loss in 
revenue will undoubtedly have an impact on the Township's operations and service delivery.

Environmental Scan
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Total Full-time Positions 17

Total Part-time Positions 4

Total Contract/Seasonal Positions 8

Max. Span of Control (excluding summer positions) 16:1

Legend

Governance

CAO

Senior Management

Staff

3 Summer Students: 1 in Administration and 2 in Public Works

Chief 
Administrative 
Officer (CAO)

Council

Clerk

Administrative 
Assistant -
Corporate

Deputy 
Treasurer

Administrative 
Assistant -

Finance

Treasurer

Chief Building 
Official

Administrative 
Assistant -
Planning

Planner
Public Works 

Manager

Lead Hand

Truck Driver 
Operator: 2 

Casual

Equipment 
Operator: 5 

Waste Site 
Attendant: 4 
PTE, 3 Casual

Administrative 
Assistant -

Public Works

Committee of 
the Whole

Committees of 
Council: 5

Boards & 
External 

Committees: 9 

Organizational Structure

The Tay Valley Township is a relatively lean organization with seventeen (17) full-time 
positions including management and the CAO. The organization is divided into four 
(4) functional departments: 1) Public Works, 2) Administration, 3) Planning and, 4) 
Finance.  The CAO has a healthy span of control (4:1) as shown in the organizational 
structure, with four (4) managers leading each of the departments. Tay Valley Council 
is responsible for leading the various committees, boards, working groups and external 
agencies tasked with developing the vision for the future of the Township within their 
own mandates. Additionally, Council is connected to the organization through the 
CAO. An organizational analysis of individual departments can be found in Appendix E.
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Summary of Services

Key Functions Strengths, Challenges, Gaps

Procurement

Customer 
Service

Departmental 
Finance and 
Budgeting

Communications

Personnel 
Management

Subcontractor 
Coordination

Recruitment

Collaboration 
with Council

• Administration

• Animal Control

• Building Applications, 

Permits & Inspections

• Business Directory

• By-law Enforcement

• Communications 

(Website, Facebook, Print)

• Drainage and Flooding 

• Emergency Management

• Garbage and Recycling

• Green Energy & Climate 

Change

• Lottery Licensing

• Planning & Development

• Property Taxes

• Recreation Activities and 

Program

• Recreation (Facilities, and 

Outdoor Spaces)

• Road Infrastructure & 

Maintenance

• The functional organizational structure allows for operational efficiencies as the departments 
focus on one area of work. This means that staff are skilled in the tasks they perform, with clear 
lines of management and accountability.

• It was frequently highlighted that staff are hard-working and dedicated, with the organization 
taking a progressive approach to plan for the future. This is reflected through the numerous 
boards and committees available. 

• The Township's demographic has an ageing group that is above provincial average. For this 
reason, the Township focuses on ensuring services are user-friendly, and available both digitally 
as well as in-person where possible.

• While functional departments work well to create a clear distinction between roles and 
responsibilities, increased cross-departmental communications would create efficiencies for some 
services. 

• The Township is under increasing pressure from the County to take over services which the 
County will no longer provide in the future. 

• There is currently no role with a focus on direct community outreach. This means that Township 
duties around communication, recreation, and tourism are a second priority due to lack of 
human resources. 

• Some positions do not have the proper back-up for vacation or leave, meaning the Township 
must either hire third-party contractors to meet legislated timelines or otherwise expose itself to 
audit risks. 

• Service delivery seems to be greatly affected by a misalignment of Township Priorities. Council, 
Management and staff at all levels describe their day-to-day work as "constantly extinguishing 
fires." There is an opportunity to clarify goals and re-align the direction of the Township, in order 
to create unity and thus efficiency within Service Delivery. 

*Note: bolded services are mandatory

Service Delivery

Governance



The following section provides an overview of the Township's finances 

as well as key findings from the benchmarking analysis. Further details 

for the Benchmarking exercise can be found in Appendix F.

Financial Analysis and 
Benchmarking
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The pie graphs below provide an overview of the distribution of revenues and expenses for 2020. Taxes are the major source of revenue for the Township. This is typically 

positive for municipalities as too much reliance on government transfers and funding is risky given the political uncertainty. However, the Township would benefit from 

increasing user fees and other revenues. The expenditure pie chart is relatively evenly split between transfers to reserves, general government, protective services, and 

transportation services. Please note that capital spending amounts are not included in this overview.*

General 

Government

16%

Protection 

Services

18%

Transportation 

Services

25%

Environmental 

Services

9%

Recreation, Cultural 

& Social Services

3%

Planning & 

Development

4%

Transfers to 

Reserves

25%

Debt Financing

0%

2020 Unaudited Operational Expenditures

*Total Operational Expenditures: $4,811,699

Taxation Revenues

70%

Government 

Transfers & 

Funding

14%

Fees & Services 

Charges

1%

User Fees and 

Other Revenues

5%

Reserves/Prior 

Year Surplus

10%

2020 Unaudited Revenues

Total Revenues: $8,249,794
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The 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were analyzed for Tay Valley Township and six (6) comparator municipalities of similar size and scope. The 

comparators (outlined below) were carefully selected by MNP's subject matter experts in collaboration with the Township, to best reflect Tay Valley's environment. With 

the exception of Rideau Lakes, all comparators have a relatively similar population. All comparators are experiencing population growth with the exception of the 

Townships of Madawaska Valley and Ashfield-Colborne. With a similar total number of private dwellings, land size and population density, the Township of Havelock-

Belmont-Methuen is the closest comparator to Tay Valley. 

Geographic Name CSD Type
Population, 

2016
Population, % 

change

Total private 
dwellings, 

2016

Private 
dwellings 

occupied by 
usual 

residents, 2016

Permanent 
Resident Share 

of Dwellings

Land area in 
square 

kilometres, 
2016

Population 
density per 

square 
kilometre, 

2016

Tay Valley 
Township

Township 5,665 1.7% 3,689 2,255 61% 550.01 10.3

Centre Hastings Municipality 4,774 4.4% 2,161 1,904 88% 222.86 21.4

Rideau Lakes Township 10,326 1.2% 6,891 4,423 64% 729.22 14.2

Asphodel-
Norwood

Township 4,109 1.7% 1,758 1,632 93% 161.02 25.5

Madawaska 
Valley

Township 4,123 -3.7% 2,619 1,706 65% 672.51 6.1

Havelock-
Belmont-
Methuen

Township 4,530 0.2% 3,936 2,015 51% 542.73 8.3

Ashfield-
Colborne

Township 5,422 -2.9 3030 2107 70% 586.97 9.2

Average* 5,572 0.76% 3,473 2,336 72% 465.67 15.1

*Average calculations throughout the benchmarking analysis do no include Tay Valley Township
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

2017 2018 2019

Reserves as a Percentage of TCA

Tay Valley Rideau Lakes Madawaska Valley

Centre Hastings Asphodel-Norwood Havelock-Belmont-Methuen

Ashfield-Colborne Average

Tay Valley's reserves as a percentage of TCA are the highest 

among the municipalities in the benchmarking analysis. This 

remains true even considering the significant decrease observed 

from 2017 to 2019. 

The graph summarizes the trend of reserves as a percentage of 

tangible capital assets (“TCA”) from 2017 to 2019 for Tay Valley and 

the six comparator municipalities.

Please note that although the same data source is used to compare the Township and its comparators as accurately as it is feasible, differing reporting practices 
amongst the organizations may cause variances in FIR data. Additionally, it is important to note that: 1) population and household data for the Township of Asphodel-
Norwood is inconsistent and 2) the 2019 FIR data for the Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen is not publicly available. Due to a lack of data, the benchmarking 
analysis for 2019 excludes the Township of Havelock-Belmont-Methuen from all calculations. These potential differences and inconsistencies mean these numbers 
should be used for analysis and interpretation, restraining from making any final conclusions until further investigation and analysis are completed by the Township. 
The following slides provide an overview of the key findings from the benchmarking analysis. The detailed benchmarking analysis can be found in Appendix F. 

The Township's 10-year Capital Plan supports the need to maintain 

higher reserve percentages than the benchmarking comparators. 

Specifically, Tay Valley will undertake heavy investments in bridge 

and road construction in the near future, meaning the Township 

needs to continue to invest in its reserves in order to continue 

financing capital costs without the need to obtain debt financing for 

future long-term capital investments.
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Based on initial assessments of comparator data, Tay Valley has a number of services for which its operating costs are below average, as well as a number of services for 

which its operating costs are above average. An overview of Tay Valley's operating costs in comparison to other comparator's services is presented below. Percentiles 

have been calculated using Tay Valley’s ranking as an indicator of whether operating costs are above or below the average of comparators. A 50% cost percentile 

represents the average operating cost for the benchmarking comparators. Any cost percentile under 50% means Tay Valley's operating costs are lower than average, 

while any cost percentile over 50% means Tay Valley's operating costs are above average. Again, this information can be used for interpretation, however, further analysis 

is required to draw conclusions. 
Key Takeaways:

As seen in the chart, Tay Valley's operating costs for recreation programs and 

facilities, winter maintenance, and building permits and inspection services are 

below average.

As seen in the chart, Tay Valley's operating costs for paved road 

maintenance, governance and corporate management, and solid waste 

management are above average.

Higher than average operating costs may indicate inefficiencies if comparator 

municipalities with similar population numbers are achieving lower operating 

costs. Further investigating these comparators may be beneficial in identifying 

opportunities for Tay Valley to reduce costs, however, reporting differences 

between jurisdictions may play a part in this variance. 

Tay Valley experiences significantly higher operating costs for solid waste 

management (i.e. garbage and recycling). This may be the result of operating 

one (1) waste site and two (2) waste transfer stations.

The Public Works Department is currently working to transition from a 

reactive to a pre-emptive approach to road maintenance. Ageing 

infrastructure means costs are likely to increase in the near future. From the 

analysis in the previous slide, it is clear that Tay Valley currently has a healthy 

reserve to cover these infrastructure-updating costs.

Governance and Corporate Management operating costs include such items 
as the hospital donation, general governance, CAO’s, Clerk’s and Finance 
Departments, as well as general corporate expenses (e.g. office supplies, 
legal).



This section outlines service profiles to provide further analysis of the 

financial information for select services based on findings from the 

benchmarking analysis. A service profile summary of the remaining 

services can be found in Appendix G.

Service Profiles
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To maintain financial consistency throughout the report, the 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were utilized to construct the following service 
profiles. As a result, the same financial implications mentioned in the benchmarking section of the report apply to the service profiles, meaning these numbers should 
be used for analysis and interpretation, but should not be used to draw conclusions until further investigation and analysis is completed by the Township. 
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To maintain financial consistency throughout the report, the 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were utilized to construct the following service 
profiles. As a result, the same financial implications mentioned in the benchmarking section of the report apply to the service profiles, meaning these numbers should 
be used for analysis and interpretation, but should not be used to draw conclusions until further investigation and analysis is completed by the Township. 



Future State Recommendations

This section summarizes MNP's recommendations as it relates to Service Delivery. The 

recommendations were developed based on the documentation review, feedback collected 

through internal interviews and external consultation, as well as MNP's analyses.
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Building on the observations and opportunities identified during the current state assessment, MNP developed five (5) recommendations for Tay Valley to consider. The 

recommendations are based on municipal service delivery best practices and focus on three (3) key areas for improvement: 1) revenue generation, 2) organizational 

effectiveness, and 3) service efficiency. A recommendation may target multiple areas for improvement, therefore, the correlation between each of the below 

recommendations and the areas of improvement is outlined in Appendix J.  

Recommendations

1. Consider modifying revenue-generating streams of service delivery

A. Consider modifying service fee structures on complicated or overwhelmed services, to take advantage of revenue-generating or cost-saving opportunities

B. Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of shared services with neighbouring municipalities

2. Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and infrastructure

A. Complete a Functional Assessment to investigate the possible consolidation of the Public Works Department 

B. Gain Ability to Track Small Assets

C. Undertake a Waste Management Plan 

D. Complete a Road and Infrastructure Assessment 

E. Enhance current recreation programs and improve revenues from facility utilization

F. Build an economic development strategy

3. Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township

A. Re-align the strategic direction of the Township

B. Enhance the working relationship between key stakeholder groups

C. Undertake a structural review of the Planning Department

D. Introduce a Community Service Coordinator Role

E. Conduct a Township Job Description Review and Pay Equity Assessment 

4. Better prepare/protect human capital resources

A. Strengthen the Township's Talent Management and Succession Planning

5. Reinforce customer service

A. Review appropriate communication policies between staff/residents and Council/residents

B. Standardize communication releases to constituents

C. Expand application availability on the website
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Activities

A. Consider modifying service fee structures on complicated or overwhelmed services, to take advantage of revenue-generating or cost-saving opportunities

• Pre-consultation Fee - Tay Valley has experienced a spike in constituent demand for property consultations and entrance permit applications. While some requests may be 

simple in nature, a growing number of consultations require significant staff time spent investigating, inspecting and gathering the documentation necessary for a 

consultation. 

• Pre-consultation fees should be considered for applications that are processed through both the Planning Department or the Public Works Department.

• Tay Valley should identify a threshold of acceptable staff-time spent on consultation preparation before a pre-consultation fee is triggered. 

• Tay Valley should investigate pre-consultation fee structures utilized by neighbouring municipalities to better understand what this fee should amount to.

• Staff-time Tracking and Complicated-application Fee - applications received and processed by the Planning Department may become complicated if not completed properly 

by constituents, leading to significant back-and-forth. 

• Tay Valley should implement staff-time spent on individual applications and charge a "complicated-application" fee after a certain identified threshold has been 

reached. Introducing this fee may both provide the Township with a new revenue-generating stream that does not affect constituents who do not utilize the service, 

and motivate constituents to submit clear and complete applications, therefore freeing up staff time to engage in other value-adding responsibilities.

• Review Access-to-Sand Policy - The Township offers the non-traditional discretionary service of providing constituents access to sand from the domes free of charge. There 

currently are no volume controls attached to this policy. It was mentioned during the current state assessment that some Cottage Road Associations may be taking 

advantage of this policy by taking large amounts of sand to distribute across private roads. This may be imposing significant direct material costs to the Township while 

presenting a health and safety concern for the Township.

• It is recommended that Tay Valley considers updating this policy to ensure appropriate controls and health and safety precautions are incorporated, potentially 

including introducing a volume limit per household.   

• Tay Valley may also consider completing a cost-benefit analysis of introducing a fee for the service or removing the policy completely.

• Financial Review of Building Department- The Building Department must operate as a revenue-neutral department by legislation, however, no financial analysis has been 

completed to ensure this mandate is accomplished. It is recommended that an activity based-costing exercise is completed to fully understand the cost of delivering 

services.

• The financial assessment should conclude before the 2022 budget is completed in order to provide a revenue-neutral plan for the Department as soon as possible if 

it is found to not be currently fulfilling this mandate. 

Consider modifying revenue generating streams of service delivery
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Activities

B. Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of shared services with neighbouring municipalities

• Outsourcing - The Township owns and operates various services which could potentially be outsourced. (e.g. Green Energy & Climate Change, Winter Control, Lottery 

Licensing)

• It is recommended that the Township conduct a cost-benefit analysis of these services to calculate the potential of outsourcing opportunities to determine their 

viability. In other municipalities, outsourcing has improved service levels, reduced long-term costs and reduced the administrative burden to allow for a greater 

focus on priorities.

• While the Township has the ability to undertake progressive projects, Senior Management does not have the capacity to undertake projects of a large scale. When 

necessary, these types of projects, that involve identifying alternatives and conducting cost-benefit analysis, should be outsourced as to not overwhelm staffing 

resources. 

• Shared Services with neighbouring municipalities - Tay Valley recently made large capital investments to update a large number of machines and equipment utilized by the 

Public Works Department to service the community.

• There is an opportunity for the Township to formally engage with neighbouring municipalities to understand if there's an interest in sharing specialized equipment 

and providing maintenance services in collaboration with other municipalities or Townships. 

• Agreements that are currently in place with other municipalities should be reviewed and updated to reflect current circumstances.

• It is suggested that the Township facilitate a roundtable discussion with neighbouring municipalities to gauge their interest and specific needs of shared service 

opportunities.

• For example, the Township may either look into opportunities to outsource its Lottery Licensing service to neighbouring municipalities, or the Township may 

consider introducing a user-fee for use of the Lottery Licensing service. The service can be offered to neighbouring municipalities as a way for the township 

to gain a new revenue stream.

Consider modifying revenue generating streams of service delivery
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Activities

A. Complete a Functional Assessment to investigate possible consolidation within the Public Works Department. - While the Township was amalgamated in 1998, there has 

never been an amalgamation process for the Public Works Department. There is a significant opportunity for general cost savings and operational efficiencies by updating the 

Department to fit the operational needs of the Township today. It is recommended that Tay Valley engages a third-party to complete a Functional Assessment of the Public Works 

department. The below considerations may be further analyzed during this assessment.

• Garages and Sand Domes - Tay Valley is currently operating out of two (2) separate garages. As a result, the coordination of operating equipment and workers is time-

consuming. In conjunction with the garages, Tay Valley also currently owns two (2) separate sand domes. At the moment, the Bathurst dome does not have the capacity to 

store enough sand throughout the winter, so the material will be frequently transported from the Burgess dome to the Bathurst dome.

• Considerations for this assessment may include analyzing the feasibility of consolidating the garages and domes into one (1) larger operating centre, capable of 

housing all equipment owned by the Township.

• A consolidation of these buildings may not only reduce operating costs but also free up valuable staff time to perform higher value work.

B. Gain Ability to Track Small Assets. - Tay Valley does not currently have access to a system application to accurately track small assets remotely. This means it takes the Public 

Works Department longer to respond to a maintenance request as it mainly relies on the knowledge of its workers to accurately locate the assets in need of maintenance. This 

issue is heightened during the winter months when small assets may be hidden by snow. 

• There is an opportunity for the Township to assess the benefit of purchasing an additional function for the current GIS system to provide the Public Works Department with 

the capability to track small assets remotely. This investment may be beneficial for service delivery by both allowing for a more efficient location process for work requests, 

while also providing key information that may be utilized during the training of new maintenance workers.

Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and Infrastructure
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C. Undertake a Waste Management Plan - Tay Valley has never created a Waste Management Plan. The Township currently operates three (3) separate waste sites. While the 

main site (Glen Tay) is operating as a collection and disposal facility, the remaining two waste sites operate mainly as "transfer stations". Due to the limited size and nature of 

service offerings at these two sites, many constituents will make use of the Glen Tay site regardless of their proximity to other sites. It is advised that Tay Valley engage a third-party 

to conduct an assessment of waste services and build a Waste Management Plan to identify long-term cost-saving strategies for waste collection and disposal. The below 

considerations may be further analyzed during this assessment.

• Waste Site Consolidation - Consider conducting a detailed cost-benefit analysis on the amalgamation of the three waste sites currently in operations to understand the level 

of material cost savings that may be achieved from operating out of one site. 

• This analysis may include an evaluation to potentially expand the Glen Tay site to ensure the site is properly equipped to handle increasing levels of waste as more 

constituents move to Tay Valley full-time. 

• The current layout of the Glen Tay waste site may also be examined to understand if a new operational design could increase the efficiency of the site. 

• Weigh Scale- It was identified during the current state assessment that the Glen Tay Waste Site, which operates as the main waste management location for Tay Valley, does 

not have a weigh scale available. There may be potential lost revenue for the Public Works Department as a result, since managed waste is weighted based on "best-guest" 

estimations from workers. 

• This analysis may include understanding the feasibility of investing in a weigh scale for the Glen Tay waste site to accurately measure the waste managed at the 

Township.

• Waste Bins - It was identified throughout the current state assessment that the size of the waste bins makes it difficult for constituents to dispose of their waste. As a result, 

a large number of constituents rely heavily on the assistance of site workers. This can prove a major challenge during the seasonal demand increase in the summer. Workers 

stated that the height of the bin can be challenging for them as well, causing possible strain and injury. 

• This analysis may include understanding the feasibility of investing in increasing the accessibility of the waste bins for the Glen Tay Site. 

Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and Infrastructure
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• Garbage Pick-up - When asked if any service should be offered in Tay Valley, constituents who desired additional services most commonly requested for a garbage pick-up 

program to be introduced. 

• This analysis may include a cost-benefit breakdown of providing garbage pick up services to the Municipality.

• This service may be partially implemented in specific areas of the Township, or fully adopted across Tay Valley.

• Waste Site Service Model - Constituents suggested they may benefit from modified operations on the sites. 

• Operating hours of all sites may be analyzed to understand if modification should be introduced to better accommodate for constituents' needs 

• Being home to an ageing demographic, Tay Valley must take into consideration the weight of the bags accepted at the sites. Some constituents suggested the site 

accept two smaller bags in replacement of the current larger bag size. 

• Out-of-Township Waste - During the current state assessment, it was identified that property owners in Tay Valley may be disposing of construction materials and waste 

originating from other jurisdictions. This creates risks for the Township as it is a violation of Ministry of Environment requirements. 

• This analysis may include the introduction of controls to stop the disposal of un-authorized materials at the Glen Tay Site. 

• Controls can include providing proof of address for residents and proof of contracting address for construction materials. 

D. Complete a Road and Infrastructure Assessment - Tay Valley houses a large number of gravel and soft-material roads that require extensive levels of maintenance and 

constant re-surfacing. This has led the Township to spend significant capital and resources on constant maintenance, while neighbouring municipalities have benefited. 

economically from infrastructure upgrades. It is recommended that Tay Valley engage a third-party engineering firm to complete an inventory and condition assessment of the

Township's roads, culverts, bridges and other relevant infrastructure. Through this assessment, Tay Valley can implement a renovation schedule and action plan for road and 

infrastructure improvements and maintenance. The below considerations may be kept in mind during this assessment.

• Hard Surfacing of Roads - While hard surface roads may require a significant capital investment in the short-term, it is likely to bring cost-savings to the Township through 

reduced maintenance requirements.

• The most common complaint received from constituents on the survey was the maintenance frequency required to keep roads up to standard, and the inefficient 

use of resources to maintain them. There is a desire from both constituents and the Public Works Departments to take a more proactive rather than reactive 

approach to infrastructure maintenance.

• As climate change creates more drastic weather, hard surface roads may be key to ensure ease of access to properties and services. 

Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and Infrastructure
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• Safety Considerations for Mutton's Road - There are two (2) routes constituents can take to the Glen Tay waste site. The Mutton's Roads route requires constituents to drive 

through a garage and sand dome area. This can pose safety concerns at times, as machinery has to block the road while offloading materials, thus blocking constituents 

from being able to drive through.

• This assessment may include an analysis of the potential benefits from closing down constituent access to this road in order to avoid potential safety risks, 

including accidents. 

• The closure of this road may additionally provide a larger parameter for Tay Valley to renovate and upscale the Glen Tay waste site into one centralized operating 

location, if it is desired. 

• Culvert and Road widening - During the current state assessment, the desire for wider roads or culverts was identified.

• This assessment may include an outline of opportunities to widen necessary infrastructure on a needs-basis. 

E. Enhance current recreation programs and improve revenues from facility utilization.

• Enhance Recreational Offerings - Public consultations highlighted constituents' desire for a greater variety of recreational offerings from the Township. There is an 

opportunity to enhance Recreation programs by leveraging the Township’s available facilities. Tay Valley recently undertook a Joint Recreation Master Plan with three other 

municipalities. In addition to this Joint Plan, the following considerations should be kept in mind. 

• It is recommended that the Township conduct a public survey to specifically determine strengths and gaps with the current recreation programs and to identify 

opportunities to remove, consolidate, or add specific programs. With a comprehensive list of what recreation programs the public wants, the Township can 

prioritize and streamline its recreation portfolio, and leverage currently existing services at the two available community facilities to reduce the resources needed 

to deliver recreation services. For example, the facility staff could facilitate bridge tournaments, bingo, etc. in an open area of the building.

• Consider establishing facility utilization tracking to align hours of operation and seasonal schedules with peak utilization rates.

• Investigate opportunities to track program participation to effectively determine which programs work and re-evaluate the ones that don’t.

Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and Infrastructure
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• Improve Revenues from Facility Utilization - It was highlighted during the current state assessment that the Township rents out part of its community facility space on an ad-

hoc basis.

• It is suggested that the Township facilitate a roundtable discussion with neighbouring municipalities to gauge their interest and specific needs of further shared 

service opportunities with regards to recreation.

• Tay Valley could enhance its advertising efforts of the community facilities to aid in increasing the utilization of the infrastructure.

• Tay Valley could conduct a cost-benefit analysis of renting the facilities to highlight potential revenue opportunities through rental fees.

F. Build an Economic Development Strategy.

• Establish a Clear Direction for the Township's Future Economic Development - Tay Valley has a history of supporting home-based businesses as well as focusing on its natural 

resources to attract tourism revenue. However, the Township has not established a strategy for long-term economic development. This means there is currently no clear 

direction to the type of development effort the Planning Department should be prioritizing for the Township's growth.

• It is recommended that the Township establish a clear definition and direction for the Economic Development of the Township.

• This definition may focus on areas such as commercial development of property, or tourism-focused resources depending on what the Township identifies as its 

priority for economic development. 

• Implement an Economic Development Plan - Once a clear direction has been established, it is of critical importance that the Township develops a formalized Economic 

Development Plan to guide decision making in the future. 

• It is recommended that Tay Valley develops an Economic Development Plan that outlines feasible and relevant development initiatives for the Township. 

• To ensure proper planning of anticipated growth, the Township should create a strategic growth management plan, which includes a periodic review of the 

Economic Development Plan and the development of a formalized comprehensive zoning bylaw.

• The Economic Development Plan may emphasize Tourism as a development strategy by prioritizing the investment of infrastructure and improvements to enhance 

natural assets and make potential tourist attractions more accessible. 

Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets and infrastructure
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A. Re-align the strategic direction of the Township

• Strategic Priorities - Implementing a strategic plan is an important vehicle to bring together residents, Council, and Township staff in the development of a common vision 

and direction, as well as actionable goals. Regularly revising and re-aligning a strategic plan is equally as important as it takes into account an ever-changing environment, 

it builds a renewed consensus within the organization, measures progress and highlights areas for improvement. Strategic priorities should be clearly outlined with 

measurable SMART goals in a collaborative effort with Council and Management Staff. 

• It is recommended that Tay Valley aligns the revision schedule of the Strategic Plan to match the start of each Council Term to ensure there is mutual buy-in on 

the Plan from all levels of the organizations.

• Consider revising the current strategic priorities and re-writing the priorities with measurable language and descriptions that are Specific, Measurable, Attainable, 

Relevant, and Time-Based (SMART).

• It is advised that Tay Valley further break down strategic priorities into annual strategic implementation plans with key goals and KPIs to ensure there is a 

consistent progression on goals.

B. Enhance the working relationship between key stakeholder groups

• Clarify staff-Council Relationship - During the current state assessment, it was highlighted that there is a variance of interpretations of roles and responsibilities.

• It is advised that the Township consider clarifying the staff-council working relationship and decision-making delegation levels by working with Council and other 

key stakeholder groups to develop a shared vision for their working relationships.

• A re-alignment of shared goals and objectives should be established in a way that is consistent with operational capabilities and the needs of the communities.

• It is recommended that the Township investigate the application of ideas from the article in Appendix J, which delves into the staff-council relationship and 

presents the idea of creating a covenant. The objective of the covenant is to identify the basis of council-staff issues and to determine what actions and attitudes 

are deemed by all to be appropriate and helpful. As described in the article, ‘such a covenant is proactive: it recognizes that there will inevitably be issues of dispute 

between a Council and its senior advisor, and that, without contemplating these, the fact that they occur at all might be viewed with more credence (and surprise) than 

need be’ (Cuff, 2010).

Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township

https://www.municipalworld.com/feature-story/council-cao-covenant/
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• Enhance Communication to Stakeholders - During the current consultation process, many constituents stated they are unaware of some services currently offered by the 

Township. It was additionally expressed that residents are unsure of whom to communicate with for inquiries or concerns, as conflicting responses are received at times.

• Tay Valley should update its Service Delivery communication guide for residents. Clearly outlining updated services and key contact positions for each of the 

services may provide both transparency and clarity to residents about services offered and how to get more information.

• Communication avenues should be explored, including further promotion of online offerings.

C. Undertake a structural review of the Planning Department - Over the years, the Planning Department has experienced significant growth in responsibility and demand for its 

services as the full-time population of Tay Valley has grown. This trend is likely to have an even further impact as COVID-19 has created a shift in Canadian's residence preferences. 

It is expected that a growing number of people will move away from large cities and move away to smaller communities, including Tay Valley. It is recommended that the 

Township engage a third-party to conduct a structural review of the Planning Department. The review of the Department may include some of the following components. 

• Focus on Core Services - As a lean organization, it is of crucial importance that Tay Valley allocates resources according to the needs of the organization and of constituents. 

While the Department is currently involved in a number of discretionary services (e.g. Age-Friendly, Climate Change, Heritage, etc.) it may at times undertake long-range 

planning for the Township related to mandatory services. It may be more efficient to orient department resources towards mandatory services while reallocating 

discretionary responsibilities elsewhere.

• Hire an additional Administrative Assistant - As people’s desire to move away from the city has sky-rocketed due to the pandemic, building and planning applications have 

significantly increased since June 2020. As a result, an Administrative Assistant was hired on a temporary basis to assist with the backlog and increase in demand for 

applications services.

• If the increase in applications continues, a review on the feasibility of maintaining this position on a permanent basis will be required.

Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township
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D. Introduce a Community Service Coordinator Role - Tay Valley, like many Municipalities, is currently faced with the provincial downloading of services and policy changes 

amidst a year of uncertainty. These changes are out of the Township's control but can have a major impact on Service Delivery. A number of services, including tourism and 

Emergency Management, have been recently downloaded from the County to the Township. Additional legislative requirements, including reporting and accessibility (AODA), have 

heightened the pressure to maintain proper tracking and backup of documents and decisions made. At the same time, service expectations from both Council and constituents 

have increased, currently outweighing staff capacity. It is recommended that Tay Valley hires a Community Service Coordinator to offload some of the current workload from over-

pressured Departments. Some of the responsibilities of this role may include: 

• Public Communication standards and coordination - During the current state assessment, it was emphasized that there are currently no written social media/communication 

standards for the Township to follow. 

• Implementation of Economic Development Plan - this position may also assist in the implementation of the Economic Development Plan. Specifically, the duties of this 

position in regards to Planning could include the development of grant applications and other funding activities.

• Leading tourism efforts based on the Economic Plan may also be undertaken by the role.

• Overseeing Cemetery and Accessibility Operations - these are mandatory services that have been underserved in the past due to a lack of resources.  

• Overseeing Additional Outstanding Operations - Other functions that could fall under the Community Service Coordinator Role include Recreation, Age-friendly services, the 

Heritage Properties Selection Committee and the History Scholarship Selection Committee.

E. Conduct a Township Job Description Review and Pay Equity Assessment - In order to integrate additional clarity within the distribution of duties and responsibilities, Tay 

Valley may benefit from reviewing current job descriptions. A third-party consultant should be engaged to complete this assessment. This should be done after other 

recommendations from the report are implemented, as the recommendations would have a significant impact on job descriptions. As part of this assessment, the following 

considerations may be kept in mind

• Perform a Governance Review - As previously highlighted, it is possible that the Township is currently feeling overwhelmed due to a lack of alignment on Strategic Priorities 

across the organization. However, this could be a result of understaffing or unrealistic expectations of staff. 

• It is advised that Council and Senior Management undergo governance training, at least once per council term, to ensure governance roles and expectations are 

consistent throughout all members of the organization

Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township
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• Consider Redistributing Workload - A large number of responsibilities, that would not naturally belong to one department by mandate, tend to fall into the Clerk's Office. For 

example, public communications, accessibility, animal control, cemeteries, etc. are all under the responsibility of the Clerk's office on top of all mandated responsibilities. 

The Department has a significantly larger number of responsibilities making it extremely difficult to fulfill all expected duties with its current staff number.

• It is advised that a re-assessment and re-assignment of roles and responsibilities is completed to equally distribute the workload amongst all departments.

• Implementing a formalized guideline to assign new duties as they come into the most appropriate department could ensure that one department does not have an 

unbalanced amount of responsibility. 

• Update Roles and Responsibilities - The potential implementation of recommendation #3 may bring further shifts in roles and responsibilities.

• Tay Valley should consider updating job descriptions to reflect the responsibilities that may be moved to the Community Coordinator role as well as any future 

changes triggered by the governance review mentioned above.

Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township
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A. Strengthen the Township's Talent Management and Succession Planning

• Prepare a Workforce Strategy - During the current state assessment, it was highlighted the Public Works Department has a number of employees that will be retiring 

within the next year, putting the Township at risk of being unable to deliver on services once these retirements occur, as there is no succession plan. Tay Valley should 

aim to put in place succession planning, training and performance reviews to ensure the Municipality is well-positioned to deliver services efficiently and effectively into 

the future and to forecast any workforce challenges that may arise. A third-party consultant should be engaged to undertake the creation of this succession plan.

• It is recommended that the Township formalizes talent management and succession plans to identify and provide professional development opportunities (e.g. 

training plans) and consider retirement schedules or “at-risk” positions (e.g. succession plans) to ensure critical knowledge remains within the organization.

• Succession plans should be created for all key roles, and include items such as growth plans with opportunities for cross-training and leadership skill 

development.

• Succession planning should also align with the development of documented and updated policies and procedures, such as those related to Human 

Resources.

• Succession plans should be reviewed annually, at a minimum, to ensure plans are in place and identify whether replacements are required and if they can 

be found internally or external hiring is required.

• It is advised that staff receive more comprehensive training, including IT training and cross-training.

• Staff should have training plans and receive more comprehensive training, such as job shadowing and cross-training. There is an opportunity to enhance 

staff member skill sets, to both allow them to better perform in their current role, as well as take on additional roles/tasks to further balance the workload.

• Training could be in the form of formal workshops and programs, as well as job shadowing and mentoring with more senior staff.

Better prepare/protect human capital resources
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A. Review appropriate communication policies between staff/residents and Council/residents

• Implement a Best Practice Governance Framework - As previously mentioned, alignment around Priorities must be consistent throughout the organization. However, it is 

of importance that interactions with constituents are consistent across representatives of the Township.

• It is suggested that Council considers following this covenant: 1. Carry out their responsibilities as set out by legislation; 2. Make decisions in the best interest of the 

majority of citizens; 3. Make informed decisions by ensuring a review of all information and advice presented by administration; 4. Seek further input from the 

administration when uncertain of the preferred course of action; 5. Refer any complaints to the CAO and refrain from any public or private criticism of the 

administration; and, 6. Provide effective leadership by guiding the Township through annual or longer-term strategic goals. Further actions can be found in the 

article in Appendix J.

• Introduce a Winter Control Plan - The Township does not currently have a Winter Control Plan to outline snowplowing standards and expectations for constituents. This 

results in a lack of clarity and transparency to constituents when it comes to what they should expect from their winter control services. 

• It is advised that the Township develop a formalized Winter Control Plan to clearly define the service level standard. 

• This target service level should be developed in collaboration with the Public Works department and should consider industry best practices to ensure that metrics 

are tied to service delivery and departmental performance. 

• Update and Formalize Service Delivery Standards - There is an opportunity for the Township to update and standardize service level standards and KPIs for its 

departments/services. The Township may retain a third-party consultant to undertake this process. 

• It is recommended that the Township review and document service levels for all departments to ensure high-quality customer service, ongoing performance 

measurement, and clear expectations and accountabilities for staff. 

• The service level standards and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) should have formal documentation that include a detailed description of the service, the desired 

outcome (e.g. reduce the cost of maintenance per household), the target service level, KPIs to track (e.g. target an average maintenance cost per household of $X), 

and the processes or steps to achieve the desired outcome and target service level/KPI.

• The target service levels/KPIs for each department should be developed in collaboration with department staff and should consider industry best practices to 

ensure that metrics are tied to service delivery and departmental performance. Examples of KPIs for each department are included in the Service Profiles.

• With service levels/KPIs in place, departments could track and report their performance against the defined service level standards/KPIs to benchmark against 

industry norms as well as to monitor variances and trends.

Reinforce customer service
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• Provide Online Property Data - The Township receives a number of requests for property information from constituents. This information can be made available online 

through the Tay Valley website. 

• It is advised that the Township provides constituents with the online capability for access to property tax information. 

• The Township may additionally consider providing the online capability to access other property information (e.g. official plan, zoning).

B. Standardize communication releases to constituents

• Outline Information Flow to Constituents - It was stated during the current state assessment that the Township has a strong desire to be more transparent with the public 

and communicate more efficiently. In parallel, constituents noted their desire to receive communication in a more consistent and clear way from the Township.

• It is recommended that Tay Valley develops a formalized external communication guidelines.

• The Community Service Coordinator should ensure communication is delivered consistently.

• External communication could be used to strongly promote self-service offerings available on the Tay Valley website.

C. Expand application availability on the website

• Online Application and Permits - Although the Township has the capability to offer applications and permits online, not all offerings are currently available on the 

website.

• It is recommended that the Planning Department creates the online structure to complete as many applications and permits, as well as pay application fees 

through the Tay Valley website.

Reinforce customer service



Implementation

The following section outlines a high-level implementation plan providing timing 

guidelines for the key activities based on MNP's recommendations while taking into 

consideration any interdependencies that may exist between them. Best practices 

around change management are also outlined. 
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The following implementation plan outlines timing guidelines for the key activities based on MNP's recommendation while taking into consideration any 
interdependencies that may exist. This high-level implementation plan spans a three-year timeframe. To ensure the implementation of recommendations is 
successful, Tay Valley should develop a detailed implementation plan for each recommendation, outlining objectives, specific timelines, outputs, milestones, and roles 
and responsibilities. 

Recommendations and Activities

Timeline

Q2 
2021

Q3 
2021

Q4 
2021

Q1
2022

Q2 
2022

Q3 
2022

Q4 
2022

Q1 
2023

Q2 
2023

Q3 
2023

Q4 
2023

1. Consider modifying revenue-generating streams of service delivery

A. Consider modifying service fee structures on complicated or overwhelmed 
services, to take advantage of revenue-generating or cost-saving 
opportunities

B. Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of shared services with neighbouring 
municipalities

2. Assess opportunities for more efficient utilization of Township assets 
and infrastructure

A. Complete a Functional Assessment to investigate the possible 

consolidation of the Public Works Department

B. Gain Ability to Track Small Assets

C. Undertake a Waste Management Plan

Change Management
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Recommendations and Activities

Timeline

Q2 
2021

Q3 
2021

Q4 
2021

Q1
2022

Q2 
2022

Q3 
2022

Q4 
2022

Q1 
2023

Q2 
2023

Q3 
2023

Q4 
2023

D. Complete a Road and Infrastructure Assessment

E. Enhance current recreation programs and improve revenues from facility 
utilization

F. Build an economic development strategy

3. Strengthen the structural and functional alignment of the Township

A. Re-align the strategic direction of the Township

B. Enhance the working relationship between key stakeholder groups

C. Undertake a structural review of the Planning Department

D. Introduce a Community Service Coordinator Role

E. Conduct a Township Job Description Review and Pay Equity Assessment 

Change Management
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Recommendations and Activities

Timeline

Q2 
2021

Q3 
2021

Q4 
2021

Q1
2022

Q2 
2022

Q3 
2022

Q4 
2022

Q1 
2023

Q2 
2023

Q3 
2023

Q4 
2023

4. Better prepare/protect human capital resources

A. Strengthen the Township's Talent Management and Succession Planning

5. Reinforce customer service

A. Review appropriate communication policies between staff/residents and 
Council/residents

B. Standardize communication releases to constituents

C. Expand application availability on the website

Change Management
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What Goes into a Change Management Plan?

Effective change management involves carrying out activities that deliver on each of the five change management 
principles:

• Communication – sharing information about the change and providing opportunities for stakeholders to discuss the 
information and ask questions.  The purpose of communication is to:

o Answer people’s questions;

o Build understanding about what is changing;

o Alleviate fears and anxieties;

o Create energy and enthusiasm for the change;

o Recognize stakeholders as partners in the change; and, 

o Mitigate unwanted conversation about the change.

Communication

Stakeholder 
Engagement

Sponsorship/ 
Change Leadership

Resistance 
Management

Knowledge Transfer 
and Training

Change 
Levers

• Stakeholder Engagement – bringing together individuals to engage in collaborating on defining objectives for the 
change, assessing readiness for change, and sharing their experiences and learning with one another. 

• Sponsorship/Change Leadership – during times of change, leaders are accountable for “living the change”, which 
means leading by example and holding oneself and others accountable for supporting the change. Leaders play an 
essential role in creating the conditions to help stakeholders understand change and successfully adapt. 

• Resistance Management – fostering an environment in which there is mutual trust and respect, and in which people 
feel comfortable with openly sharing their concerns, asking questions, and learning new knowledge and skills. 

• Knowledge Transfer and Training – ensuring that when the change is implemented, everyone has the knowledge they 
need to do things differently. Projects need to support knowledge transfer by providing people with effective training 
as well as resources like up-to-date policy and procedural documentation. 

Recommendations presented in this Service Delivery Review are intended to create long-term change. It is recommended that the Township employ change management strategies 
to ensure change is implemented in a sustainable way. Key considerations and “leading practices” have been provided below to support the Township throughout the implementation 
of recommendations. 



Appendices

This section breaks down further analysis to support the main body of 

the report. Each appendix is referenced within the section of the 

report to which it corresponds. 



Documentation Review

Appendix A

MNP reviewed the following documents:

• Section C-8 - Council-Staff Relations - Policy
• Section C-2 - Code of Conduct for Council & Local 

Boards
• Section AD-1 - Delegation of Power & Duties - Policy
• 2019-2023 Accessibility Plan
• 2020 - Tay Valley - Organizational Chart
• 2020 - Committee Structure - Diagram
• Collective Agreement - 2019-2021
• 2017-2021 - Strategic Plan
• 20-10-06- Report #C-2020-16 - Council Priorities
• Tay Valley Information Guide
• Climate Action Plan
• 2019 - Conservation-and-Demand-Management-Plan
• 2019 - DC Background Study - Final
• Asset-management-plan
• 2018 - Community-Plan-for-Safety-and-Well-Being
• 16-02-03 Official Plan
• 2020 - Employee Orientation
• 2015 - Clerk - Job Description
• 2009 - Job Description - Planner
• 2013 - Public Works Manager - Jobs Description
• 2019 - Finance - Treasurer - Job Description
• 2010 - CAO - Job Description



Interview Participants

Appendix B

• Brian Campbell

• Beverly Phillips

• Barrie Crampton

• Rob Rainer 

• Fred Dobbie

• RoxAnne Darling

• Gene Richardson

• Mick Wicklum

• Janie Laidlaw

• Marie White

• Kyle McCrae

• Allison Playfair

• Paul Cameron

• Ernie VanAlstine

• Blake Mouck

• Jeff White

• Laurie Hall

• Pat MacTavish

• Dave Munro

• Jesse Varcoe

• Joe Ennis

• April Findlay 

• Amanda Mabo

• Noelle Reeve

• Sean Ervin

• Ashley Liznick

MNP interviewed the following Tay Valley stakeholders:



What we Heard - Stakeholder Interviews and Focus 

Group Findings

Appendix C
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This section provides a high-level summary of what MNP heard from stakeholders during interviews and focus groups. The information presented is reflective of widely 
held views, opinions and key themes. 

• It was noted that Tay Valley has an engaged staff body that works towards progressive goals for the Township.
• The Township takes advantage of varying grants available for progressive initiatives, however, staff feel overwhelmed with their current workload and there are 

therefore limited human resources to implement many of these progressive initiatives. 
• There seems to be an imbalance between Council expectations and staff availability to fulfil certain tasks. 
• It was mentioned that both the 2013-2016 and 2017-2021 Strategic Plans are both live documents to guide the staff in prioritizing work. 
• Certain services have been thus far provided by Lanark County, however, due to the County currently being overwhelmed, it was reported that Tourism and 

Emergency Management now falls under the responsibility of the Township. Other services may see the same shift in the future. For example, there has been 
an increase in demand for services from the Commissioner of Oath from not only Tay Valley residents but also individuals from the Town of Perth, as the 
County has re-directed individuals elsewhere for this service.

• Staff commented on the lack of a Community Service role as a major gap within the department and the Township. This role could have a focus on constituent 
communication, economic development, tourism, accessibility and recreation.

• It was highlighted the Tay Valley website will undergo a significant re-design in 2021.
• Staff mentioned that a possible cemetery expansion has recently triggered a major review of cemeteries within the Township. 
• The Department highlighted recreational services as a gap for the Township. All programs are currently run on a volunteer basis and with many departments 

involved, meaning the services lack the focus needed to develop them further.
• The Department is heavily involved in Township committees and boards as it is responsible for either creating or reviewing meeting agendas and minutes to 

ensure there is legislative compliance within mandate boundaries.
• It was highlighted that there is currently no role overseeing project management, meaning responsibilities that do not explicitly fall under a department's 

mandate are likely to fall into the duties of the Clerk. 
• The desire to expand/upgrade the current GIS system was expressed with the goal of providing constituents with the ability to search information related to 

roads, properties, etc.
• The department is responsible for economic development and has recently spearheaded grant research and applications for tourism-related activities, 

however, it was emphasized that there is currently no formalized economic development plan for the Township. 

Administration and Clerk's Department
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Planning Department

• Staff highlighted the Township's ageing demographic, emphasizing how the demands of constituents will change as the demographic composition continues to 
age. 

• It was noted that one of the major challenges for the future of the Township will be protecting landscapes and adapting as climate change requires it. 
• It was mentioned that transportation is significantly limited within the Township. The demand for this service is increasing as an ageing demographic requires 

supported transportation services. 
• It was highlighted that the median income is below the provincial average. The Township is under pressure for services affordability as there is a large discrepancy 

between wealthy and working-class constituents. 
• It was highlighted that there is not currently a standard for communication towards constituents. Constituents have consistently provided negative feedback in 

regards to Township communications. 
• The Department stated that back-up for certain positions is limited. For example, when the Chief Building Officer is on vacation, a third-party contractor must be 

hired to ensure provincial guidelines are met.
• It was stated that the Building department must operate as a revenue-neutral department by legislation, however, no financial analysis has been completed to 

ensure this mandate.
• The Planning Department mentioned it is responsible for information releases to the media during emergencies.
• It was highlighted that updating the current zoning by-laws may be important to ensure policies are all-inclusive and promote various types of development while 

protecting important natural environments. Policies around the following areas should be considered: boathouses, cannabis growing and retail, co-housing, 
clustered tiny homes, ARU’s, 3.4, CBC’s, natural hazards (ANSI’s) mapping, protection of carbon sinks, backlot development, secondary units, etc. 

• It was stated that Planning and Building applications have significantly increased as more people move away from the city and into Tay Valley. 
• It was stated that seasonality might become less relevant in the future as an increasing number of seasonal constituents are moving to Tay Valley full-time. 
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Public Works

• As the largest Department in the organization, Public Works staff are key to ensuring strong service delivery. The Department currently finds itself close to the end of a 
staff lifecycle, with four (4) of six (6) machine operators becoming eligible for retirement within the next year.

• Staff states that the road maintenance workload is currently manageable with six (6) operators. 
• It was highlighted that the Department operates three (3) separate waste sites. While staff are operating at capacity at the main site (Glen Tay) during certain times, 

the remaining two waste sites are underused, operating mainly as "transfer stations". Due to the limited nature of service offerings at these two sites, many 
constituents will drive to Glen Tay regardless of their proximity to other sites.

• It was also mentioned by staff that the waste bins available at each site are very tall and thus not user-friendly. Staff spend a significant amount of time assisting 
constituents at the site. Although this has lead to constituents being very satisfied with the service, staff struggle to keep up with demand during the summer season.

• It was highlighted that operating from two (2) garages makes communication and logistics challenging at times, however, neither of the current garages have the 
capacity to hold all of the resources and assets held by the Department. Additionally, a significant amount of time is spent transporting sand from the Burgess dome 
to the Bathurst dome, as the Township does not currently have a large enough infrastructure to store enough sand in one dome for the entire winter. 

• It was noted that the Department spends a material amount of time clarifying service level standards to constituents. A large number of complaints received by 
constituents are in regards to winter operations (i.e. plowing of roads). 

• It was emphasized that while the Township was amalgamated in 1998, there has never been an amalgamation process for the Public Works Department. This forces 
the department to operate from multiple separate locations, significantly hindering the department from being able to achieve cost savings.

• The Department mentioned it is partially responsible for the Tay Valley recreation service. This service is limited and currently volunteer-run. It is also run by multiple 
staff across departments. This was highlighted as an inefficiency as there is no clear focus on the program. 

• Staff highlighted that based on the needs of the waste sites, equipment operators will assist in cleaning out the sites. This occurs around twice a month. 
• It was mentioned that equipment is fairly new and well maintained. When the Township's machinery is too small to complete certain maintenance work, a third party 

will be contracted to complete the job. 
• It was stated that facility management for recreational facilities is contracted out. 
• The Department mentioned that the incoming "blue box" transition occurring in 2024 is likely to bring cost savings for the Department.
• It was stated that there is a significant safety concern for workers and constituents with Mutton's Roads, which must be obstructed by operating equipment (i.e. 

vehicles) when the Department is loading and offloading materials.
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Finance

• The Department mentioned its satisfaction with management.
• Staff mentioned that the lottery licensing service, although not utilized often, takes a significant amount of staff time to complete and there is no fee attached to 

it. 
• Staff stated there has been an increase in the number of severance applications by constituents, which results in additional processing time for the Finance 

Department.
• It was mentioned that during public hours staff are constantly distracted from their tasks to assists constituents.  
• It was highlighted that the Department currently builds budgets manually through Excel, then uploads them into the Great Plains system. Staff stated that 

additional software training around reporting could assist in optimizing the reporting process. 
• It was mentioned that tax bill folding and stuffing, which occurs twice a year, is highly time consuming and thus contracted out. 
• Staff expressed their desire for additional software functions to optimize reporting.
• The Department highlighted the interconnectivity between the Finance and Planning departments as they both utilize the GIS system to track information for 

address and ownership changes for tax implications.
• The Department stated there's a desire for a local lawyer to become involved with property registration as Department staff may not fully understand the legal 

implications of the documents being signed.
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Township Council

• Council highlighted the importance of maintaining affordable services due to income discrepancies amongst low-income and wealthy constituents.
• It was mentioned that recreation offerings are limited. Council is currently in the process of re-negotiating recreational services with the Town of Perth. 
• Council also stated that the website can be difficult to navigate at times. 
• Both a noise by-law and a property standard by-law were highlighted as priorities for Council. 
• It was stated that the original Council priorities were unrealistic and thus untouched for two (2) years, however, these were recently re-assessed. 
• It was mentioned that there is tension in the Council/staff working relationship. 
• Council brought up the concern for lack of back-up or replacements in the case that a staff member has to go on extended leave. 
• It was stated that Tay Valley is composed of 90% residential infrastructure, with little economic development taking place.
• Council is too busy with day-to-day operations and thus has not been able to implement bold and proactive initiatives as desired. 
• It was highlighted that the 2017-2021 strategic plan was created by a previous term of Council. As a result, this current term of Council does not refer to this 

document.
• Council stated that a majority of complaints from constituents come from property owners situated on private roads. This is because private roads receive fewer 

service offerings.
• Technology was highlighted as a challenge for the Township. Council states that the technology currently available creates more work for employees. 
• Council stated the workload on Senior Management is heavy.
• It was emphasized that communication with constituents needs to be improved.
• It was mentioned that transparency and further engagement with the community are desired. 
• Council mentioned there is a tension to implement urban-created legislations that are brought down by the Province. 
• It was highlighted that there should be a consolidated Strategic Plan that combines both Council expectations and Township priorities.
• Council stated it receives frequent updates on each Department through the CAO, however, Council expressed its desire to communicate directly with 

Department heads.



Analysis of Survey Results

Appendix D
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Full-Time Resident

64%Other - Write In*

6%

Seasonal Resident

30%

Demographics - Residence Type

Full-Time Resident Other - Write In* Seasonal Resident

19-29

0%

30-44

6%

45-59

24%

60-79

66%

80+

4%

Demographics - Age Groups

19-29 30-44 45-59 60-79 80+

MNP conducted an online survey to gather public feedback in regards to service delivery. The survey was available on the Tay Valley website from February 1st to 
February 19th, 2021 and received three hundred and twenty (320) individual answers. The results from the survey are outlined in this section, with answers filtered by 
both residence type and age group. Overall over 60% of responses were provided by Full-Time residents and constituents between the ages of 60 and 79. 

*Other-Write In - mainly constituents of individuals who are either property owners but do not reside in Tay 
Valley, or residents who live in Tay Valley part-time but throughout the year rather than seasonally.
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Overall Service Delivery Ratings

Age Group Full-Time Resident Other - Write In* Seasonal Resident Average/ Service

Administration (Customer Service)** 3.83 4.11 3.83 3.90

Animal Control 3.32 3.00 3.29 3.27

Building Applications, Permits & Inspections 3.41 2.75 3.31 3.20

Business Directory 3.28 3.24 3.34 3.28

By-Law Enforcement 3.07 3.36 3.46 3.25

Communications - Website 3.57 4.12 3.36 3.64

Communications - Facebook Page 3.50 3.50 3.02 3.38

Communications - Print (Tay Valley Guide, Newspaper, Tax Bill Inserts, etc.) 3.81 3.49 4.08 3.80

Drainage and Flooding 3.15 3.69 2.81 3.16

Emergency Management 3.35 3.71 2.80 3.26

Garbage and Recycling 3.31 3.75 3.67 3.56

Green Energy & Climate Change 3.19 2.46 2.89 2.91

Lottery Licensing 2.96 3.00 3.03 2.98

Planning & Development 3.25 3.45 2.87 3.18

Property Taxes 2.98 2.90 2.89 2.93

Recreation Activities and Programs 3.34 3.70 2.89 3.28

Recreation Facilities 3.43 4.17 3.07 3.39

Recreation - Parks & Playgrounds 3.34 3.70 2.89 3.28

Road Infrastructure 3.42 3.44 3.21 3.36

Road Maintenance 3.32 3.04 3.23 3.22

Average/ Resident Type 3.34 3.43 3.20 3.32

The Survey asked constituents to rate their satisfaction with services offered on a scale from 1 to 5. Ratings were broken down as follows: 1= "needs extensive 
improvement; 2= "Needs some improvement"; 3="Neutral"; 4="Good"; 5="Excellent". Constituents also had the option to select "Not applicable" if they did not make 
use of the service and thus could not provide an objective rating. Overall the lowest rating achieved was 2.91 on Green Energy & Climate Change while the highest 
rating achieved was 3.90 for Administration (Customer Service). The average rating for Township services was 3.32 with averages being lower amongst seasonal 
residents and highest amongst Other-Write In residents.

**Note: The option to rate this service was added after the Survey was released, so this average rating is calculated based on 268 responses instead of 320 responses
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MNP has further broken down service ratings by both residence type as well as age group. These results out outlined in the following slides. 

Administration (Customer Service)*

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.43 4.00 3.00 3.48

45-59 3.58 4.50 3.71 3.93

60-79 3.62 3.82 3.60 3.68

80+ 3.50 N/A** 5.00 4.25

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.83 4.11 3.83 3.90

Animal Control

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.00 N/A** N/A** 3.00

45-59 3.11 N/A** 2.57 2.84

60-79 3.08 3.00 3.30 3.13

80+ 2.40 N/A** 4.00 3.20

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.32 3.00 3.29 3.27

Building Applications, Permits & Inspections

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.09 1.00 4.00 2.70

45-59 3.28 4.00 3.06 3.44

60-79 3.36 3.25 2.87 3.16

80+ 2.33 N/A** N/A** 2.33

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.41 2.75 3.31 3.20

Business Directory

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.00 N/A** N/A** 3.00

45-59 2.79 3.33 3.30 3.14

60-79 3.21 3.14 3.38 3.24

80+ 2.40 N/A** N/A** 2.40

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.28 3.24 3.34 3.28

*Note: The option to rate this service was added after the Survey was released, so this average rating is calculated based on 268 responses instead of 320 responses
**Note: N/A means no responses were received under the category, or the only responses received for the service were "Not applicable"  
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By-Law Enforcement

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.27 N/A** N/A** 2.27

45-59 2.97 3.00 2.60 2.86

60-79 2.93 3.71 2.79 3.14

80+ 2.20 N/A** 5.00 3.60

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.07 3.36 3.46 3.25

Communications - Website

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.86 4.00 2.67 3.17

45-59 3.00 4.25 3.33 3.53

60-79 3.33 4.10 3.46 3.63

80+ 3.67 N/A** 4.00 3.83

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.57 4.12 3.36 3.64

Communications - Facebook Page

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.22 N/A** N/A** 3.22

45-59 2.78 3.50 2.90 3.06

60-79 3.00 3.50 3.15 3.22

80+ N/A** N/A** N/A** N/A**

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.50 3.50 3.02 3.38

Communications - Print

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.36 2.00 N/A** 2.68

45-59 3.23 4.40 3.65 3.76

60-79 3.48 4.08 3.59 3.72

80+ 4.00 N/A** 5.00 4.50

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.81 3.49 4.08 3.80

**Note: N/A means no responses were received under the category, or the only responses received for the service were "Not applicable"  
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Drainage and Flooding

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.00 N/A** N/A** 3.00

45-59 3.12 4.00 2.36 3.16

60-79 2.99 3.38 3.07 3.15

80+ 1.67 N/A** 3.00 2.33

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.15 3.69 2.81 3.16

Emergency Management

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.11 N/A** 2.00 2.56

45-59 3.06 4.00 3.19 3.42

60-79 3.20 3.43 3.22 3.28

80+ 2.40 N/A** N/A** 2.40

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.35 3.71 2.80 3.26

Garbage and Recycling

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 N/A** N/A** N/A** N/A**

30-44 3.36 4.00 3.50 3.62

45-59 2.74 3.75 3.22 3.24

60-79 3.53 3.50 3.45 3.49

80+ 3.63 N/A** 4.50 4.06

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.31 3.75 3.67 3.56

Green Energy & Climate Change

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.80 1.00 N/A** 1.90

45-59 2.58 3.50 2.86 2.98

60-79 3.07 2.89 2.91 2.96

80+ 2.50 N/A** N/A** 2.50

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.19 2.46 2.89 2.91

**Note: N/A means no responses were received under the category, or the only responses received for the service were "Not applicable"  
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Lottery Licensing

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.80 N/A** N/A** 2.80

45-59 2.93 N/A** 3.00 2.96

60-79 3.07 3.00 3.06 3.04

80+ 1.00 N/A** N/A** 1.00

Average/ Resident 
Type

2.96 3.00 3.03 2.98

Planning and Development

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.45 N/A** 3.00 2.73

45-59 3.14 3.40 2.84 3.13

60-79 3.15 3.50 2.78 3.14

80+ 2.50 N/A** N/A** 2.50

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.25 3.45 2.87 3.18

Property Taxes

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 3.00 N/A** N/A** 3.00

30-44 3.07 2.00 2.33 2.47

45-59 2.64 3.40 2.83 2.96

60-79 3.10 3.31 2.91 3.11

80+ 3.10 N/A** 3.50 3.30

Average/ Resident 
Type

2.98 2.90 2.89 2.93

Recreation Activities and Programs

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.92 N/A** 2.00 2.46

45-59 3.31 4.00 3.50 3.60

60-79 3.13 3.40 3.17 3.23

80+ 2.33 N/A** N/A** 2.33

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.34 3.70 2.89 3.28

**Note: N/A means no responses were received under the category, or the only responses received for the service were "Not applicable"  
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Lottery Licensing

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write 
In*

Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.80 N/A** N/A** 2.80

45-59 2.93 N/A** 3.00 2.96

60-79 3.07 3.00 3.06 3.04

80+ 1.00 N/A** N/A** 1.00

Average/ Resident 
Type

2.96 3.00 3.03 2.98

Recreation Facilities

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.38 N/A** 3.00 3.19

45-59 3.00 N/A** 3.15 3.08

60-79 3.15 4.17 3.05 3.45

80+ 2.60 N/A** N/A** 2.60

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.43 4.17 3.07 3.39

Recreation - Parks & Playgrounds

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 3.00 N/A** 3.00 3.00

45-59 2.84 3.00 3.73 3.19

60-79 3.04 4.00 3.22 3.42

80+ 2.40 N/A** N/A** 2.40

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.26 3.50 3.32 3.32

Road Infrastructure

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 5.00 N/A** N/A** 5.00

30-44 2.93 3.00 3.33 3.09

45-59 2.93 3.67 3.21 3.27

60-79 3.14 3.67 3.31 3.37

80+ 3.11 N/A** 3.00 3.06

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.42 3.44 3.21 3.36

Road Maintenance

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In
Seasonal 
Resident

Average/ Age 
Group 

19-29 4.00 N/A** N/A** 3.12

30-44 3.07 2.00 3.33 3.52

45-59 2.93 3.67 3.33 3.10

60-79 3.39 3.46 3.26 3.19

80+ 3.22 N/A** 3.00 3.25

Average/ Resident 
Type

3.32 3.04 3.23 3.22

**Note: N/A means no responses were received under the category, or the only responses received for the service were "Not applicable"  
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Desired Additional Services - Interest Percentages

Desired Service
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write 
In*

Seasonal 
Resident

Percentage/ 
Desired 
Service

Satisfied with current offering (N/A) 30.7% 2.7% 20.0% 53.4%

Other** 3.0% 0.9% 1.8% 5.7%

Garbage Pick Up / Recycling 11.3% 0.6% 3.6% 15.5%

Better Connectivity/ WIFI Access 3.3% 0.3% 1.2% 4.8%

Additional Recreation/ Public Access 6.0% 0.3% 0.9% 7.2%

Additional Road Maintenance 1.8% 0.6% 0.6% 3.0%

Library Services 0.9% 0.0% 0.3% 1.2%

Property Standard By-Law 0.9% 0.6% 0.3% 1.8%

Increased Communications 0.6% 0.0% 0.3% 0.9%

Hazardous Waste Disposal 1.2% 0.3% 0.0% 1.5%

Gypsy Moth Control 0.9% 0.0% 0.3% 1.2%

Transportation 3.9% 0.0% 0.0% 3.9%

Percentage/ Resident Type 64.5% 6.3% 29.3% 100.0%

53.43%

5.67%

15.52%

4.78%

7.16%

2.99%

1.19% 1.79%

0.90%

1.49%

1.19%
3.88%

Interest for Additional Services

Satisfied with current offering (N/A)

Other**

Garbage Pick Up / Recycling

Better Connectivity/ WIFI Acess

Additional Recreation/ Public Access

Additional Road Maintenance

Library Services

Property Standard By-Law

Increased Communications

Hazardous Waste Disposal

Gypsy Moth Control

Transportation

The Survey asked constituents If there were any services not currently available that they would like to have offered by the Township. MNP categorized the most 
common answers below. Over 50% of respondents were satisfied with the current service offering of the Township. 15.5% of responses requested a garbage pick-up 
and/or recycling program to be introduced. 
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**"Other" includes: 
• Grants and loans for green retrofitting

• Financial aid for property maintenance

• Additional information on climate change policies

• Predictable application of zoning and building code

• Electronic filling for permits

• Financing loans for alternative energy projects and home 

insulation improvements 

• Electronic tax bills

• Extending Canada Post delivery zone

• Public lead for routine communications (staff)

• Modified dump hours

• Sponsored ATV parks

• Guide for permits

• Stronger planning/environmental department

• Develop long-term care facility

• Allow 2 small garbage bags instead of 1 to adjust for weight 

challenges for senior citizens

• Modified hours for community choir 

• Separate sidewalks of MUPs on paved roads

• Fish restock on Black Lake

• Inclusionary zoning by-law

• Better monitoring of boat access ramp and ticketing of illegal 

parked vehicles

• Pop-up, mobile or kiosk library service, with sufficient funding to 

support this service from Perth & District Library

• Easier tower site approval process

• Increased speed limit enforcement of Crow Lake Road 

• Education on burn barrels

• Support for business providing green services - contracts, access 

to government grants

• Township install and maintain culverts in the outlet creek on the 

Tay Valley property of Little Silver, to ensure properties are not 

damaged by flooding

• Summary of budget, councillor voting on issues on monthly digital 

newsletters

• Drop-in medical clinic operating from May-October to reduce 

overall of emergency rooms
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Furthermore, The survey asked constituents if they would be willing to pay for the additional services desired (either through user fees or taxes). The answers are broken 
down below. MNP further broke down the positive willingness to pay ("yes" answers) by age group and resident type.

Yes

53%

No

47%

Willingness to Pay for Additional Services

Yes No

Positive Willingness to Pay for Additional Services - Percentages

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other - Write In*
Seasonal 
Resident

Percentage/ Age 
Group 

19-29
0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6%

30-44
4.7% 0.6% 1.2% 6.4%

45-59
12.9% 1.2% 8.8% 22.8%

60-79
36.8% 3.5% 27.5% 67.8%

80+
1.8% 0.0% 0.6% 2.3%

Percentages/ 
Resident Type

56.7% 5.3% 38.0% 100.0%
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The Survey asked constituents to identify services that are currently available at the Township but they would like to see removed. MNP categorized the most common 
answers below.

Satisfied with current offering 

(N/A), 87.9%

Other, 4.0%

Business Directory, 0.6%

Recreation/ Parks, 4.3%

Lottery Licensing, 1.6%

Reduced Governance, 

1.6%

Potential Removable Services

Satisfied with current offering (N/A)

Other

Business Directory

Recreation/ Parks

Lottery Licensing

Reduced Governance

Potential Removable Services - Interest Percentages

Age Group 
Full-Time 
Resident

Other -
Write In

Seasonal 
Resident

Percentage/ 
Age Group 

Satisfied with current offering (N/A) 56.8% 5.6% 25.5% 87.9%

Other 2.2% 0.0% 1.9% 4.0%

Business Directory 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6%

Recreation/ Parks 2.2% 0.6% 1.6% 4.3%

Lottery Licensing 0.3% 0.0% 1.2% 1.6%

Reduced Governance 0.9% 0.0% 0.6% 1.6%

Percentages/ Resident Type 63.0% 6.2% 30.7% 100.0%
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**"Other" includes: 
• Civilian conservation core allowance to remove trees on roads

• All except roads, garbage and library

• Printed newsletters - outdated delivery of information

• Building permits and inspections review

• Garbage tags

• Facebook communications

• RVCA

• Green Energy plans

• Maintenance of ATV/Snowmobile trails, kennels

• Animal Control 

• Never use chemicals along roads when removing unwanted 

plant life. Save trees, brush, and wildlife habitat

• Dog licenses



Department Assessments

Appendix E
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Purpose

Key Functions

Total Full-time Positions 3

Total Part-time Positions 0

Total Contract/Seasonal Positions 1

Max. Span of Control (excluding summer 
positions)

1:1

Legend

Governance

CAO

Senior Management

Staff

Below is a “snapshot” of the Administration and Clerk’s Office, including its purpose, 
organizational structure, and key functions as it relates to this review.

The Administration and Clerk’s Office serves as advisors to the Council on 
policy matters and is responsible for ensuring that Council is provided with 
timely and workable policy alternatives relevant to the development and 
government of the Corporation. Additionally, the Department is responsible for 
the efficient administration of the Township, by leading, directing and 
coordinating staff in developing, implementing and administering the 
objectives, policies and programs operated under the Township.

Chief Administrative 
Officer (CAO)

Clerk

Administrate 
Assistant - Corporate

*Note: 1 Summer Student Position is included within Administration

General 
Administration

Workplace 
Safety & 
Insurance

Procurement

Customer 
Service

Departmental 
Finance and 
Budgeting

Communications

Personnel 
Management

Subcontractor 
Coordination

Recruitment & 
Human 

Resources

COUNCIL

Collaboration 
with Council

Council Election 
Administration
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Summary of Services

Strengths, Challenges, Gaps

• Advertising/Media
• Accessibility
• Animal Control
• By-law Management
• Cemetery Management
• Municipal Freedom of 

information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (MFIPPA)

• Commissioner of Oaths
• Recreation

• Communications
• Business Directory
• Protection Services
• Council
• Boards and Committees
• Elections
• Emergency Management
• Economic Development
• Licensing
• Information Technology

• Human Resources
• Legal
• Vital Statistics
• Police Services
• Reception
• Policy and Procedure 

Development

*Note: bolded services are considered mandatory by law

$233.20 $249.57 $252.89 $183.64 
$181.48 

$316.81 
$139.80 

$236.26 

 $-
 $50.00

 $100.00
 $150.00
 $200.00
 $250.00
 $300.00
 $350.00

Administration Department - Yearly Operating 

Costs/Constituent

• The Township's demographic has an ageing group that is above average. To accommodate for an older demographic, the 
administration of the Township focuses on ensuring services are user-friendly, and available both digitally as well as in-person
when possible.

• Department yearly operating cost per constituent is lower than average. Please note that FIR data includes the operational costs
of the Finance Department as part of the Administration Department.

• Updated regulation for Accessibility compliance in Ontario (AODA) means additional accessibility and compliance training is 
necessary for staff. It is expected that additional staff time will be spent ensuring all external documents are up to these newly 
implemented standards.

• Constituents are at times unaware of self-service offerings and accepted methods of payment. COVID-19 restrictions have 
skyrocketed the demand for self-service offerings and credit card payments.

• Cemeteries are mandated by legislation but have been undermanaged due to a lack of resources.
• A disproportionate amount of duties and responsibilities seems to fall under the Clerk's Office.

Major Cost Drivers

Major Revenue Sources

• Salaries
• Materials and supplies 

• Taxes
• Government transfers
• Commissioner of Oath 

service fees 
• Road Closing Fees
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Purpose

Key Functions

Total Full-time Positions 3

Total Part-time Positions 0

Total Contract/Seasonal Positions 0

Max. Span of Control (excluding summer 
positions)

2:1

Below is a “snapshot” of the Planning Department, including its purpose, organizational structure, and 
key functions as it relates to this review. Chief Administrative 

Officer (CAO)

Chief Building 
Official

Administrate 
Assistant - Planning

Planner

The Planning Department ensures the development and 
implementation of policies and long-range strategies associated with 
land-use planning, development and building processes. The 
Department provides support to the Council and its committees, in 
terms of policies and advice, alternatives regarding practices on 
Township-based land use planning, and relevant planning and 
development of goals and objectives for the future.

Zoning and 
By-laws

Official Plan

Building 
Permits

Severances
Departmental 
Finance and 
Budgeting

Customer 
Service

Legend

Governance

CAO

Senior Management

Staff

Minor 
Variances

Site Plan 
Control
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Summary of Services

Strengths, Challenges, Gaps

• Building Permits 
• Monthly Reporting 
• Community Development and Long 

Range Planning
• Planning Act Development 

Applications
• Statistic and Growth Insight for 

Council 

• Implementation of Provincial 
Legislation

• Heritage Property Selection 
Committee

• Green Energy & Climate Change 
Working Group

• Committee of Adjustment

$53.05 $29.46 $38.53 $37.82 $24.01 $51.42 

$182.18 

$59.50 

 $-
 $20.00
 $40.00
 $60.00
 $80.00

 $100.00
 $120.00
 $140.00
 $160.00
 $180.00
 $200.00

Planning Department - Yearly Operational 

Costs/Constituent

* Note: bolded services are considered mandatory by law

Major Cost Drivers

Major Revenue Sources

• Salaries 
• Vehicle Maintenance

• Planning application fee

• The Department is lean and staff have a good working relationship.
• The Department has a strong relationship with Council, providing trend reports and 

statistics for Council to make informed decisions.
• Yearly operational costs per constituent are below average, but higher than five (5) 

comparators. 
• The Chief Building Officer position lacks a sustainable back-up during vacation time or 

leave. This puts timely service delivery for legislated services at risk. 
• Significant staff time may be spent on complicated building and planning applications. 
• Current system limitations means staff spend time manually gathering information. 

This deviates from revenue-generating activities. 
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Purpose

Key Functions

Total Full-time Positions 8

Total Part-time Positions 4

Total Contract/Seasonal Positions 7

Max. Span of Control (excluding summer 
positions)

16:1

Below is a “snapshot” of the Public Works Department, including its purpose, organizational structure, 
and key functions as it relates to this review.

Chief Administrative 
Officer (CAO)

Public Works 
Manager

Lead Hand: 1
Truck Driver 
Operator: 2 

Casual

Equipment 
Operator: 5 

Waste Site 
Attendant: 4 
PTE, 3 Casual

Admin 
Assistant -

Public Works

*Note: 2 Summer Student Positions are included within Public Works

The Public Works Department recommends and implements policies and 
long-range strategies associated with Public Works services as well as 
manages operations for road construction, maintenance and waste 
disposal/recycling. The Department must ensure that the work is carried 
out efficiently and economically within budget, according to recognized 
standards and regulations. 

Road 
Construction & 
Maintenance

Infrastructure 
Maintenance

Waste 
Collection & 

Disposal

Customer 
Service

Departmental 
Finance and 
Budgeting

Personnel 
Management

Legend

Governance

CAO

Senior Management

Staff
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Summary of Services

Strengths, Challenges, Gaps

• Drainage and Flooding
• Garbage and Recycling
• Road and Bridge Infrastructure
• Road and Bridge Maintenance 
• Winter Maintenance
• Health and Safety 

Management
• Summer Maintenance
• Facility Maintenance
• Civic Addresses
• Entrance Permits

$499.64 $557.42 

$1,098.07 

$832.60 $750.73 

$448.93 

$737.85 

$703.60 

 $-

 $200.00

 $400.00

 $600.00

 $800.00

 $1,000.00

 $1,200.00

Public Works Department - Yearly Operational 

Costs/Constituent

* Note: bolded services are considered mandatory by law

Major Cost Drivers

Major Revenue Sources

• Disposal of commercial and demolition 
waste

• Winter maintenance
• Gravel road maintenance

• Construction material and freon disposal 
fees

• Entrance and civic address permit fees
• Taxes and grants

• Constituents provide positive feedback about the service they receive at the waste sites. 
• Heavy Equipment Operators are very knowledgeable on their duties and the Township. 
• Machinery is fairly new and well maintained and GPS technology is now available. This allows the 

Department to provide accurate time estimations for work as well as keeping a record of services 
provided in the case of a complaint. 

• A large number of roads employees are likely to retire in the near future. 
• While the Glen Tay waste site works at capacity, the other two sites are underused. 
• Constituents frequently request to pay for waste management services with credit card, however, 

waste sites only accept debit card payments. 
• The waste sites are not equipped with weighing scales so amounts are currently estimated based 

on the volume of each bin.
• The disposal bins at the sites are tall and thus not user-friendly. Constituents often rely on waste 

site employees for assistance. 
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Purpose

Key Functions

Total Full-time Positions 3

Total Part-time Positions 0

Total Contract/Seasonal Positions 0

Max. Span of Control (excluding summer 
positions)

2:1

Below is a “snapshot” of the Finance Department, including its purpose, organizational structure, and 
key functions as it relates to this review.

Chief Administrative 
Officer (CAO)

Deputy Treasurer

Administrate 
Assistant - Finance

Treasurer

Payroll
Bank 

Reconciliation

AR and AP

Tax 
Management

Departmental 
Finance and 
Budgeting

Customer 
Service

Personnel 
Management

The Finance Department is responsible for the overall financial management of 
the Township including financial planning and forecasting, budgeting, asset 
management, property taxes, payroll, and optimization of other revenues. The 
Department also provides financial leadership and advice to Council and staff to 
ensure the long-term financial sustainability of the Township.

Legend

Governance

CAO

Senior Management

Staff
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Summary of Services

Strengths, Challenge, Gaps

• Property taxes
• Dog-tags
• Garbage-tags
• Lottery Licensing
• Financial Reporting

• Account Receivable
• Accounts Payable
• Payroll and Benefits 
• Budget Control
• Hall Rental Bookings

• Composed of three (3) staff members, the Department is lean and works efficiently thanks to a clear 
distribution of roles and responsibilities.

• Department yearly operating costs per constituent are lower than average. Please note that FIR data includes 
the operational costs of the Finance Department as part of the Administration Department.

• Although the service is not required often, the lottery licensing service can be very time-consuming for the 
Department and does not generate any revenue. 

• The use of technology is limited within the Department. 
• The Finance Department builds all budgets manually with the use of Excel.
• While some departments complete their general ledger coding for accounts payable, the Finance 

Department has to assist others in this task. There is an audit risk attached to the Finance Department 
making expense allocations directly. 

• The Department has a limited ability to work remotely. 

** Note: bolded services are considered mandatory by law

Major Cost Drivers

Major Revenue Sources

• Salaries 

$233.20 $249.57 $252.89 $183.64 
$181.48 

$316.81 
$139.80 

$236.26 

 $-
 $50.00

 $100.00
 $150.00
 $200.00
 $250.00
 $300.00
 $350.00

Administration Department - Yearly Operating 

Costs/Constituent

• Taxes
• Government transfers 
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Service delivery may be affected by a misalignment of Township Priorities. Council, Management and staff at all levels describe their daily tasks as "constantly extinguishing fires." 
There is an opportunity to clarify goals and re-align the direction of the Township, in order to create unity and thus efficiency within Service Delivery. To improve overall service 
delivery, it is key for the organization to be aligned and work efficiently. Implementing a strategic plan is an important vehicle to bring together residents, Council, and Township 
staff in the development of a common vision and direction, as well as actionable goals. Regularly revising and re-aligning a strategic plan is equally as important as it takes into 
account an ever-changing environment, builds a renewed consensus within the organization, measures progress and highlights areas for improvement.

Service Delivery Review

1

Private Unassumed Roads

2

Council Composition Review

3

Integrity Commissioner Report Policy

4

Noise By-Law

5

Council Priorities (2020)

Housing Alternatives - Increase the 
range of housing options available to 

current and future residents

1

Public & Active Transportation -
Promote public and active 

transportation throughout the 
Township

2

Communication and Connectivity -
Enhance communication between the 
Township and residents, and among 

residents

3

Tay Valley Strategic Plan (2017-2021)When analyzing The Tay Valley Council Priorities and the Township's
Strategic Plan, a prioritization misalignment can be seen. The Council
Priorities were selected based on individual councillor's campaign
platforms, which integrate the change councillor's heard constituents want
to see in Tay Valley. The 2017-2021 Strategic Plan, on the other hand, was
created as a continuation of the 2013-2017 Strategic Plan, which included
a fairly extensive public consultation process during its composition. While
both methodologies bring in public input in differing manners, the two
sets of priorities have not been connected to one another. Furthermore,
there's a tendency to deviate from the stated priorities. For example,
management emphasized the creation of a waste management plan as a
top priority for the Township. This priority has been continued from the
2013-2017 Strategic plan, meaning both Strategic Plans are still considered
live documents. It is important to note that there is a misalignment in the
timelines of these strategies, which creates tension between the
documents, and thus between Council and Management. The Strategic
Plan was created during a previous term of Council, so there is a relatively
low buy-in to the Plan from Council. Similarly, the Council Priorities were
created without consideration for the recently created Township Strategic
Plan, leading to low prioritization from management. This misalignment is
having a significant impact on staff and their ability to deliver services
efficiently, as this misalignment often leads to confusion amongst staff.
Without a clear and unionized direction on how to prioritize tasks, there is
an inefficient work environment for staff, who are unclear on which
direction to prioritize their work towards.



Benchmarking Analysis
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The 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were analyzed for Tay Valley Township and six (6) comparator municipalities of similar size and scope. 

Based on initial assessments of comparator data, Tay Valley has a number of services for which its operating costs are below average. These included winter road 

maintenance and recreation services. These services are presented on the following two pages. Percentiles have been calculated using Tay Valley's ranking as an 

indicator of whether costs are above or below the average of comparators. 

Winter Road Maintenance

The costs for Tay Valley's winter road maintenance are the 
lowest of all the benchmarking comparators. This cost is 
significantly lower than Centre Hastings and Asphodel-
Norwood. 

The costs have generally increased over time for all 
comparators. This increase is expected based on climate 
change impacts to the municipalities and thus the need for 
increased maintenance.
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Recreation Services:

Notably, Tay Valley has a low cost for recreation programs 
when compared to the rest of the comparators. 

Recreation programs at Tay Valley are currently limited and 
volunteer-run. There is a shared services contract with Perth 
for constituents to gain access to recreation facilities such as 
an indoor swimming facility, arena and baseball and soccer 
fields.
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Governance and Corporate Management as a Percentage of Municipal Operating Costs

The 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were analyzed for Tay Valley Township and six (6) comparator municipalities of similar size and scope. 

Based on initial assessments of comparator data, Tay Valley has a number of services for which its operating costs are above average. These included governance, pave 

road maintenance and solid waste management . These services are presented on the following three pages. Percentiles have been calculated using Tay Valley's ranking 

as an indicator of whether costs are above or below the average of comparators. 

The CAO oversees all departments within Tay Valley.

Tay Valley's governance costs are higher than all comparators with the 
exception of Madawaska Valley. This may be a cause for concern 
because it may indicate inefficient use of funds compared to the 
remainder of comparators.

As mentioned before, differing FIR reporting practices may have an 
impact on the calculation of governance costs. Additionally, other 
salary implications specific to each organization are not reflected by 
the data. For example, there may be duplication of salary costs from 
any employees on long-term leave and the temporary substitution for 
these positions. Organizations may also have a number of vacant 
positions for which salary costs are not fully realized while those 
positions remain open.
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Paved Road Maintenance

Tay Valley's Paved maintenance costs are higher than all 
comparators with the exception of Asphodel-Norwood. 

Geographical dispersion differences may have an impact on 
this cost. 

While paved road maintenance costs seem to be increasing 
for most comparators, Tay Valley's cost experienced a 
decrease from 2018 to 2019. This may be the result of recently 
updated maintenance routes. 
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Solid Waste Management

Tay Valley's solid waste management cost is higher compared 
to all comparators with the exception of Rideau Lakes.

Tay Valley operates three solid waste sites. The Glen Tay site 
operates as the main site, with a variety of service offerings, 
while the other two sites operate as "transfer stations". 
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Library Services

The 2017-2019 Annual Financial Information Returns (“FIRs”) were analyzed for Tay Valley Township and six (6) comparator municipalities of similar size and scope. 

Based on initial assessments of comparator data, Tay Valley has some services for which operating costs are trending above average, including Library and Police

services. Percentiles have been calculated using Tay Valley's ranking as an indicator of whether costs are above or below the average of comparators. These services are 

presented on the following two pages. Please note that Library and Policing services are considered out of scope for this engagement. As a result, MNP has flagged the 

services as areas for Tay Valley to further analyze, but a service profile has not been created for the services.

The operating cost for library services has increased since 2017. While this 
trend is also seen for Rideau Lakes, Madawaska Valley, Centre Hastings and 
Asphodel-Norwood show a decreasing trend in cost. 

The significant jump in percentile from 2018 to 2019 is likely exaggerated by 
the lack of data for either Havelock-Belmont-Methuen and Ashfield-
Colborne, however, the costs increase may need to be monitored and 
investigated to ensure the library is still providing efficient and relevant 
services to residents.

Tay Valley has a shared service contract with Perth for the use of Perth's 
library facilities. This service is also shared with three (3) other municipalities. 
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Police Services

To understand the cost efficiency of this service, Tay Valley could investigate 
the potential cost benefits of incorporating a police service internally, or of 
outsourcing the service to neighbouring municipalities.

The significant jump in percentile from 2018 to 2019 is likely caused by the 
lack of data for Havelock-Belmont-Methuen, however, the costs may need 
to be monitored and investigated to ensure policing services are still 
providing efficient services to residents.

Tay Valley contracts out its Police services to the OPP. Costs have remained 
consistent over time.
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Please note: MNP included the data from the FIR for benchmarking. Due to a lack of consistency and accuracy with reporting, these numbers should be used for 

analysis and interpretation, however, conclusions should not be drawn until further investigation and analysis is completed.
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Please note: MNP included the data from the FIR for benchmarking. Due to a lack of consistency and accuracy with reporting, these numbers should be used for 

analysis and interpretation, however, conclusions should not be drawn until further investigation and analysis is completed.
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Please note: MNP included the data from the FIR for benchmarking. Due to a lack of consistency and accuracy with reporting, these numbers should be used for 

analysis and interpretation, however, conclusions should not be drawn until further investigation and analysis is completed.
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Service Type Classification of Services
Can Shared Service/Outsourcing be 

Considered?

External Facing Internal Facing Mandatory Discretionary Yes No

Administrations and Clerk's Office

Governance X X X

Administration X X X

Fire & Emergency Services X X X

Police Services X X X

Protective Inspection & Control X X X

Animal Control X X X

Communications X X X

By-law Enforcement X X X

Recreation - Activities and 
Programs

X X X

Business Directory X X X

Cemetery Management X X X

Library Services X X X

This Service Profile summary provides an overview of the Township's services, organizing them by service type and classification as either mandatory or discretionary. 
Overall, the Township should look to focus on its core mandatory services to ensure budgets are prioritized, and investigate discretionary services to optimize revenue 
generation and create cost efficiencies where possible. This includes considering outsourcing or entering into shared agreements with neighbouring municipalities. 
Bolded services are currently either fully or partially outsourced. 
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Service Type Classification of Services
Can Shared Service/Outsourcing be 

Considered?

External Facing Internal Facing Mandatory Discretionary Yes No

Planning Department

Building Permits and Inspections X X X

Planning & Development X X X

Green Energy & Climate Change 
Working Group

X X X

Public Works Department

Drainage and Flooding X X X

Road and Bridge Infrastructure X X X

Road and Bridge Maintenance X X X

Solid Waste Collection & Disposal X X X

Solid Waste Diversion X X X

Winter and Summer Control X X X

Finance Department

Property Taxes X X X

Lottery Licensing X X X

Hall Rental Bookings X X X
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Service Delivery 

Observations Opportunities

General/Administration
• Some services only accept debit card payments, significantly restraining 

payment options for constituents.
• Constituent demand for property consultations and severance applications has 

increased overtime.
Planning
• Currently, around 90% of Tay Valley is residential. Tay Valley does not have an 

Economic Development Plan to define its future development goals.
• Permit applications may be complicated at times, requiring significant more 

staff involvement.
Public Works
• There may be potential lost revenue for waste management since the sites do 

not have access to a scale to weigh waste.
• Many constituents will make use of the Glen Tay site, regardless of their 

proximity to the other two waste sites available. 
• There are no volume controls currently in place for the Access-to-Sand Policy, 

bringing a significant cost to the Township.
• There are no effective controls in place to ensure no out-of-Township waste is 

disposed of at the waste sites. This not only adds pressure to Glen Tay's capacity 
but is also a violation of requirements to the Ministry of Environment.

General/Administration
• Consider creating a Community Service Coordinator position to take over 

responsibilities around communications, tourism, recreation, etc.
• Consider expanding credit card payment offerings for services that can afford 

the processing fees.  
Planning
• Consider Building an economic development plan to define Tay Valley's growth 

strategy and exploring economic development opportunities based on this 
strategy. (e.g. tourism, commercial infrastructure, local home-based businesses)

• Consider creating a role or adding a function to an existing role to spearhead 
economic development plans for Tay Valley. The duties of this role could include 
the development of grant applications and other funding activities.

• Consider implementing a pre-consultation fee based on the complicated nature 
of a property consultation request.

• Consider tracking hours spent on applications and administering a 
"complicated application" fee after a staff time threshold is reached.

Public Works
• Consider investing in a scale for the Glen Tay Site.
• Consider reviewing the Access-to-Sand Policy currently offered to constituents. 
• Consider consolidating the waste sites.
• Consider waste disposal controls at the Glen Tay Site.

A
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Impact of Organizational Effectiveness in Service Delivery

Observations Opportunities

General/Administration
• There is a misalignment between Council priorities and Tay Valley's Strategic 

Plan. As a result, staff receive conflicting direction and are unsure of how to 
prioritize work.

Public Works
• Four of the six current road equipment operators are due to retire at any 

point within the next year, potentially leaving a large knowledge gap 
impacting the department's ability to deliver services efficiently. 

• There has not been a consolidation of Public Works assets since the 
amalgamation of the Township, causing significant inefficiencies for the 
Department.

Finance
• Lottery licensing is free and very time-consuming. This service is not used 

often and, resulting in staff re-learning the process every time a request is 
made.

Planning 
• No financial analysis has been completed to verify that the Building 

Department is operating in a revenue-neutral manner. 

General/Administration
• Consider aligning the timing of the Strategic Plan review to match with the first year 

of each Council Term to ensure complete buy-in to the Township's strategic 
direction.

• Consider introducing a collaborative strategic planning process between staff and 
Council to ensure priorities are aligned and strongly communicated across the 
Township. 

• Consider increasing interdepartmental communications by improving frequency of 
management interactions and exploring opportunities for new, digital channels.

Public Works
• Consider developing a succession plan for road maintenance.
• Investigate the possibility of consolidating infrastructure owned by the Public Works 

department to reduce unnecessary operational costs.
Finance
• Consider a shared service model for lottery licensing with neighbouring 

municipalities. Tay Valley could charge a fee for the service, provide the service 
offering to neighbouring municipalities, or alternatively outsource the service.

Planning
• Review the Building Department to ensure it is operating in compliance with 

legislative requirements.

B
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Impacts Both Service Delivery and Organizational Effectiveness

Observations Opportunities

General/Administration
• Staff members spend a large portion of their time answering constituent inquiries.
Planning
• Constituents reach out to the Department often with inquiries around zoning 

categories and their implications.
• Planning and Building applications have significantly increased as more people 

move away from the city and into Tay Valley. This trend may continue into the 
future as a result of residence preference changes stemming from COVID-19.

• A number of applications for the Department are not available online. 
Public Works
• The Department does not have the ability to track small assets digitally.
• A large number of resources are currently spent on the maintenance of unpaved 

roads. The most common complaint received from constituents on the survey was 
the poor state of unpaved roads, and the inefficient use of resources to maintain 
them. 

• There is currently no Winter Operations Plan. Constituent expectations do not 
match the Department's ability to respond to winter control requests. 

Finance
• Constituents use ‘walk-in’ services to make their property tax payments.

General/Administration
• Consider improving online self-service capabilities to allow staff to focus on 

other value-add duties.
Planning
• Include an interactive map for constituents to search their zoning category 

and the implications for each zone in the GIS system.
• Ensure the Planning department has enough resources to meet growing 

requirements.
• Consider Building the online infrastructure for constituents to complete 

applications and pay application fees through the website. 
Public Works
• Purchase an additional GIS system function to track small assets. This could 

both improve service delivery as well as assist with closing the knowledge 
gap likely created by the high turnover rate expected by the Department.

• Develop an infrastructure improvement plan to manage roads, culvert and 
other assets through a pre-emptive maintenance approach.

• Develop a Winter Operation Plan to clearly define a standard of maintenance 
for snow plowing. 

Finance
• Consider further promoting online options for property tax payments and 

other online service offerings.  

C
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The following article by George B. Cuff suggests creating a covenant to identify the existing issues within the staff-council relationship and subsequently, determine 
what actions and attitudes can be helpful to improve this relationship. Cuff offers 11 points of action that Council members should be ready to covenant with each 
other as well as with the CAO. These points are described in this section. There may be an opportunity for Tay Valley to review this article and implement any key 
findings into internal policies and procedures (e.g. Code of Conduct for Council & Local Boards, Council-Staff Relations Policy, etc.)
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Recommendation Correlation to Area of Improvement
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Recommendation Activities
Revenue 

Generation
Service Delivery 

Efficiency
Organizational 
Effectiveness

1. Consider modifying revenue-
generating streams of service 
delivery

A. Consider modifying service fee structures on complicated or overwhelmed services to take advantage of 

revenue-generating or cost-saving opportunities

B. Conduct a cost-benefit analysis of shared services with neighbouring municipalities

2. Assess gaps and 
opportunities for Township 
asset utilization

A. Complete a Functional Assessment to investigate the possible consolidation of the Public Works 

Department 

B. Gain Ability to Track Small Assets

C. Undertake a Waste Management Plan 

D. Complete a Road and Infrastructure Assessment

E. Enhance current recreation programs and improve revenues from facility utilization

F. Build an economic development strategy

3. Strengthen the structural and 
functional alignment of the 
Township

A. Re-align the strategic direction of the Township

B. Enhance the working relationship between key stakeholder groups

C. Undertake a structural review of the Planning Department

D. Introduce a Community Service Coordinator Role

E. Conduct a Township Job Description Review and Pay Equity Assessment

4. Better prepare/protect 
human capital resources

A. Strengthen the Township's Talent Management and Succession Planning

5. Reinforce customer service

A. Review appropriate communication policies between staff/residents and Council/residents

B. Standardize communication releases to constituents

C. Expand application availability on the website

Building on the observations and opportunities identified during the current state assessment, MNP developed five (5) recommendations for Tay Valley to consider. The

recommendations are based on municipal service delivery best practices and focus on three (3) key areas for improvement: 1) revenue generation, 2) organizational

effectiveness, and 3) service efficiency. A recommendation may target multiple areas for improvement. The correlation between each of the below recommendations

and its activities are outlined below.
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JEN HAYES

ENGAGEMENT PARTNER
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PROJECT MANAGER
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